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Problem

Current statistics reveal that the African American
community is disproportionately affected by the AIDS
epidemic.

The rate of infection for other groups is being

impacted by the community education programs, prevention
strategies, and service organizations.

Messages and service

relevant to the African American context are needed.

A

resource guide and a training model for pastoral care to
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better serve the Black AIDS patient could address this
problem.
Method
Published rates of HIV infection for the general public
and specific groups in the United States are examined to
understand of the impact of AIDS on the Black community.
Two pastoral-care training programs are examined for
strengths and weaknesses in responding to the African
American AIDS patient.

Issues impacting the Black

community, relative to AIDS, are examined to reveal
strategies for providing care.

Issues relevant to the

pastoral caregiver's response to the African American AIDS
patient are discussed.

The model for pastoral care is based

on the preceding research.

A model for training pastoral

caregivers to effectively respond to the African American
AIDS patient is proposed with recommendations for
implementation.
Results
Relevant issues of African American life give some
indication as to why the Black AIDS numbers are increasing,
and the appearance of AIDS denial in the Black community.
Current training prepares pastoral caregivers to
provide care for AIDS patients in general.

Training for the

African American context is not provided.
This project presents a resource guide and a model for
training caregivers for the African American context.
i

I
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Conclusions
Special training to respond to the African American
AIDS patient is needed.

Black life in America presents

specific challenges impacting the Black AIDS patient's
ability to cope.
Training for caregivers has been in existence for
approximately ten years.

This project can provide the

specific training needed to prepare caregivers to help the
Black AIDS patient.
African Americans must lead in providing care for the
Black AIDS patient.

The Black church and the Black pastor

are central in this process.
Use of the guide, the training model, evaluation, and
adjustments over time will result in the effective care and
intervention needed in the Black community in response to
the AIDS epidemic.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to design a training
process for pastors to equip them with skills for providing
pastoral nurture and care to African Americans who are Human
Immunodeficiency Virus

(HIV) infected or have Acquired

Immune Deficiency Syndrome

(AIDS) .^

This project will

result in the development of a resource guide and a model
for an AIDS pastoral care seminar : "Caring for the African
American with HIV or Living with A I D S ."
Justification of the Project
Since the early 1980s the medical field and related
support service providers have been in the position of
constantly adjusting to the needs and demands caused by a
new virus, HIV, and a new disease called

AIDS.

This

pandemic, because of its comprehensive impact upon the
individual, has presented a challenge to the field of
^"HIV" is the acronym for Human Immunodeficiency Virus
and will be used throughout this project to identify the
virus that causes the condition called AIDS. "AIDS" is the
acronym for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome and will be
used throughout this project to identify this disease.
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helping professionals, which is unparalleled by any other
disease encountered to date.
Initially,

this disease was considered to be a dilemma

that was solely the plight of the male gay community.

It

was first discovered in gay White males who were succumbing
to opportunistic infections resulting in death.

In the late

eighties however, the infection rate of the heterosexual
community was on the increase.
heterosexuals were increasing
community.

New cases of infection among
faster than that of the gay

The implications for the future would suggest

that perhaps more persons of the non-gay community will be
the ones in need of care.
The effects of this disease touch every part of the
life of the infected individual.

Several psychosocial

issues impact the challenge of living with AIDS and HIV
infection.

Not only do persons with AIDS face the challenge

of coping, but its effects are felt by their family members,
friends, and those who provide care, including the pastoral
caregiver.

As the disease is confronted in its various

stages, everyone involved will need the coping skills
necessary to enhance the quality of living for the patient.
The impact of AIDS and HIV infection on the general
population is well noted and sobering.

In contrast, the

crisis within the African American community gives cause for
great alarm.

Some estimate that although White males still

comprise the largest numbers of those infected. Blacks are
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3.2 times more likely to have AIDS or to become infected
than Whites per 100,000 individuals.^
References can be found in a survey of the current
literature that document the African American AIDS crisis.
However, only a few books mentioned the crisis in the
African American community--and only within the general
discussion about AIDS.
group in particular.

A few journal articles focus on this
Literature that addresses the pastoral

care needs of the African American community could not be
found.
The absence of material in this area becomes
significant in that the whole person must be considered in
order to give effective care.

The personal history, value

systems, beliefs, education level, economics, social status,
environment, health-care needs, and access to resources for
help are factors that determine responses to sickness or any
other challenge, and are often culturally driven.

The

pastoral caregiver who is involved in the treatment and
education process of this epidemic must be culturally
sensitive and competent.
As we mark the beginning of the second decade in which
the world tries to cope with this dilemma, the existence
of ignorance,

indifference, hysteria, callous disregard, and

abandonment of those infected only serves to intensify the
’■Wendell W. Hoffman and Stanley J. Grenz, AIDS :
Ministry in the Midst of an Epidemic (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker Book House, 1990), 78.
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present tragedy.

The improper response to AIDS exacerbates

the already limited resources for help, places a lowered
value on human dignity, and causes questions to be raised
about the integrity of a God supposedly in touch with and
concerned about human suffering.

Hoffman and Grenz document

the sentiments of the scientific community as it responds to
the negative reaction of the church by stating,

"AIDS

researchers are increasingly looking at evangelicals as
idiots and bigots."^
Thus, this project report attempts to explore the
challenge AIDS presents to the African American, and how the
pastoral caregiver can acquire proficiency in serving this
community.

I contend that AIDS is one of the most critical

issues facing the African American community and is a new
community need, with roots in existing community ills.

The

Black church and clergy can no longer deny this disease-AIDS goes to church too.
Limitations of the Project
This project focuses primarily on the pastoral care
issues related to serving African Americans who are HIV
infected or are living with AIDS.

It is not intended that a

comprehensive and exhaustive discussion of the health care
issues of this disease be given.

Health-care issues are

discussed only as they are a part of pastoral care.

"Ibid., 19.
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Pastoral caregivers who already possess a knowledge of the
basic information about AIDS are the target group of this
project to enhance their attending skills to this specific
population.

A brief review of HIV/AIDS is a part of this

project.
It is impossible to cover
issues of the African American

in detail all of the cultural
community in this project.

The issues discussed should only be held
The

as general at b e s t .

elements of culture are as varied as geography,

education, employment, family, experiences, recreation,
religion, and age, to name a few.

Cultural competence

realizes that within the culture there are sub-cultures that
are just as significant if not greater.

It would be a grave

mistake to categorize all African Americans alike, and would
cause the caregiver to proceed with a false sense of being
in touch.
Definitions
AIDS : Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome; the condition
caused by HIV that results in the loss of protection from
the immune system of the body.
HIV : Human Immunodeficiency Virus ; the virus that
causes A I D S .
HIV-Asvmptomatic: The state of being infected by the
virus but having no symptoms of sickness.
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HIV-Symptomatic : The state of being affected by
opportunistic infection, without the full compromise of the
immune system.

The final stage before an AIDS diagnosis.

Opportunistic Infection: Infections that are usually
handled by a healthy immune system and medication.
P W A : Persons

(Living) With AIDS.

Transmission : The passing of the virus from one person
to another.
Risk Behaviors : Actions, behaviors, or practices that
would present the opportunity for a person to be infected by
another person.
Unprotected S e x : Sexual activity such as vaginal, anal,
or oral sex without the use of a barrier, usually in the
form of a latex condom.
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CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF THE EPIDEMIC
A Brief History
Several years passed before the general population
began to pay attention to this new disease, which was well
into its epidemic stage.

After finally beginning to come to

terms with the herpes panic, some were wondering where and
how this new crisis had come about.

The truth of the matter

is that HIV infection has been with us longer than we first
realized.
It was in 1981 when the CDC (Centers for Disease
Control)

reported the manifestation of a rare form of

pneumonia,
Carinii,

Pneumocystis, caused by the virus Pneumocystis

in five young White males.

The cases appeared

unrelated in that these young men did not know each other.
However, there were some similarities.

Each of the young

men had been physically healthy homosexual men, had been
with more than one sexual partner; did not have
relationships with partners known to be unhealthy; and each
had experimented with inhalants, with one reporting that he
had used drugs intravenously.^

All were from California

^Hoffman and Grenz, 36.
7
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Almost simultaneously, on the East Coast in the New
York area. Homosexual men were being diagnosed as having a
rare skin cancer known as Kaposi's Sarcoma.

By July of

1981, twenty-six men on both coasts had been identified as
having this cancer, with the only link being the admission
of practicing a gay lifestyle.

The medical community was

baffled in that this cancer and sexuality had no known
link. ’•
By 1982, along with Pneumocystis and sarcoma, other
opportunistic infections were identified among this group
that now included heterosexual drug abusers.
Cytomegalovirus, fungal infections,

tuberculosis-like

illness, and lymphadenopathy were now showing up in men in
these groups in Atlanta, New York City, and San Francisco.
Seventy percent of these men had other symptoms,

including

fatigue, fever, night sweats, rapid and sudden weight loss
and chronic nausea.

Eventually, because of the multiplicity

of infections, and examination of the immune system was
conducted.

As a result, it was found that the level of T-

helper cells of these patients was significantly lower than
that of a healthy immune s y s t e m . ^
Researchers found that a new virus was now working in
the bloodstream of humans.

Called HIV, this virus attacks

"Ibid., 37.
=Ibid., 38.
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the white blood cells of the immune system, destroys them
and replicates itself.

The end result is often a fully

compromised immune system that is ineffective in fighting
off the weakest of infections--the condition known as AIDS.
The majority population affected by this virus was the
homosexual male, with intravenous drug users second,

and

those who received infected blood through transfusions from
the general donated blood supply before 1985, third.

Focus

on these risk groups was the thrust of the early prevention,
education, and treatment agendas.
The AIDS crisis was first considered as a gay problem.
Subsequent research and the growing numbers in the
heterosexual community proved that this pandemic was a
crisis for humanity.
slogan,

The American Red Cross has adopted the

"It's not who you are, but what you do!" as a part

of its education message to call everyone to stop and take
notice.
Despite the public service announcements, the
literature,

the community education programs, the movies,

magazine articles, talk-show programs, and an entire battery
of attempts to get individuals to modify their behavior to
keep them safe, the numbers continue to grow.
The CDC's annual report for 1993 reveals the following
statistics :^
^Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, HIV/AIDS
Surveillance (Atlanta, GA: U. S. Department of Health and
Human Services, 1993), 6.
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1.

Total AIDS cases:

361,509

2.

Adult male cases:

311,872

3.

Adult female cases:

4.

Pediatric cases:

44,403
5,234^

The statistics reflect that HIV/AIDS is a problem that
all of us must be aware of.

The notion that this is or was

a gay disease quickly disappeared with the evidence of new
cases in the heterosexual community.

By the spring of 1989,

approximately 18,000 people ages 20-29 had been diagnosed
with A I D S .

The incubation period from the point of

infection to the manifestation of the disease by symptoms is
from five to ten years.

The conclusion to be drawn from

these numbers is that the individuals with AIDS in this age
bracket were probably infected in their teen years.

These

numbers were found primarily in the heterosexual community.
This reality, coupled with more disturbing facts,
points out the urgency of the matter.
1.

clearly

Surveys have found:

The average age for a girl in the United States to

have sexual intercourse for the first time is eighteen.

The

average age for a boy is 15.5.
2.

It is estimated that 2.5 million teens are infected

with sexually transmitted diseases
etc.) each year.

(venereal disease--VD,

The virus that causes AIDS is

^Pediatric cases reflect children 13 years of age and
under.
A variance of 3 63 cases in the totals reflects the
number of AIDS cases attributed to unknown or unidentifiable
exposure categories.
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transmitted sexually.
3.

Sixty percent of all American high-school seniors

have used illegal drugs.

Some of these drugs are injected.

The virus that causes AIDS is spread through sharing of IV
drug needles or syringes with an infected person.^
Not only are adults who we generally hold as
responsible for their own destinies vulnerable, but teens
and even children b o m to infected mothers are a part of the
epidemic's statistics.
A careful search of medical literature reveals that
there were cases of HIV infection as early as the 1950s that
were not diagnosed as being a part of this disease.
Sporadic cases of AIDS

(fifteen have now been identified)

were unrecognized as such in nine separate countries
including the United States, Canada, West Germany, Belgium,
Denmark, Uganda, Israel, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, in
those early years.^
The earliest post-case identification of HIV infection
in the United States is reported to have been found in a
fifteen-year-old Black male admitted to the St. Louis,
Missouri, City Hospital.

The young man was known to have

been sexually promiscuous with no history of drug use.
a period of sixteen months, this patient's condition
^Surgeon General's Report on AIDS
N.p., 1987).

(Washington, DC:

^Hoffman and Grenz, 60.
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deteriorated rapidly ending with death due to Kaposi's
Sarcoma.

Because of the uniqueness of the case, after the

autopsy,

specimens of the patient's serum and tissue were

frozen.

The specimens were tested using current techniques

to detect the presence of HIV antibodies.

The

test results were positive.^
Hoffman and Grenz report:
The history of AIDS is a dramatic story of the
explosion of a truly new disease syndrome, which has
been extremely rapid in progression, worldwide in
scope, and devastating in consequence.
The story will
continue to grow as increasing numbers of persons are
infected.2
Perhaps the most sobering reality surrounding this
disease is that there is no cure, and researchers do not see
the possibility of a cure in the foreseeable future.
However, we can be protected.

It has been the strategy of

health departments nationwide, and all related organizations
involved in the AIDS battle, to educate the population in an
effort to stop the epidemic.
As the education process continues, special attention
must be given to developing effective strategies.

All

people do not hear the same message in the same way.

Blacks

must hear this message from a familiar voice.

ilbid.,

61,

^Ibid.
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AIDS ; The Basics
The information in this section is based on materials
used by American Red Cross HIV/AIDS Instructors in community
education presentations.^
When HIV enters your bloodstream, you may become
infected with HIV.

A special blood test, the ELISA or the

Western Blot, can detect antibodies in the system designed
to attack this particular virus.

There is no method

available to test for the condition AIDS--only a method to
determine if the body is responding to the viral invasion.
The presence of these antibodies is the indicator of HIV
infection.2
A person who has no symptoms but who is infected can
infect others.

You cannot tell by looking at someone

whether he or she is infected with HIV.

Infected persons

can and often do appear completely healthy.
Anyone infected with HIV would do well to be under a
doctor's care even when no symptoms are visible.

By doing

so, the individual increases his or her chances of survival,
receiving early treatment that will aid in the quality of
life.
People infected with HIV can develop serious health
'American Red Cross, The American Red Cross HIV/AIDS
Instructor* s Manual (Washington, DC: American Red Cross,
1992) .
^Ronald H. Sunderland and Earl E. Shelp, AIDS : A Manual
for Pastoral Care (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1987), 12.
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problems. These include extreme weight loss, severe
pneumonia, a form of cancer, and damage to the nervous
system, often known as AIDS Dementia.
develop within a year or t w o .

These illnesses may

Some persons have stayed

healthy for as long as ten y e a r s .

This is due primarily to

the ten-to-fifteen year incubation period of the virus.

It

must be noted that only when there is HIV infection can the
AIDS condition develop.
Transmission
HIV infection occurs in two main ways: first, by having
unprotected vaginal, anal, or oral sexual intercourse with
an infected person; second,

through the sharing of HIV-

contaminated needles or syringes in intravenous dirug use.
HIV can be spread through sexual intercourse,
to female,

female to male, or male to male.

from male

Female to

female transmission has been known to produce only two cases
thus far.

Thus, the female to male transmission rate is

much lower than male to female and male to male.
HIV may be in an infected person's blood, semen, or
vaginal secretions. It is thought that it can enter the
bloodstream from tissue in the vagina, penis, rectum, or
possibly the mouth, and through cuts or sores, some of which
are so small one does not know they are there.

Anal

intercourse with an infected person is one of the ways HIV
has been most frequently transmitted.
Since many infected people have no apparent symptoms of
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the condition, it is hard to be sure who is or is not
infected with HIV.

Thus, the more sexual partners a person

has, the greater the chances of encountering one who is
infected and becoming infected oneself.
Any woman infected with HIV can pass the virus to her
fetus during pregnancy or during the actual birth process.
In some cases, it can be passed on through breast-feeding.
If a woman is infected before or during pregnancy, her child
has about one chance in three of being b o m with the virus.
There is no treatment to prevent this transmission.

Women

considering having a baby and think they might have placed
themselves at risk for HIV infection, even if the infection
might have occurred years ago, should seek counseling and
testing before they get pregnant.
Sharing needles or syringes, even one time,

is a very

easy way to be infected with HIV and other g e r m s .

Needle

sharing to inject drugs and steroids is the most dangerous
form of needle sharing.

Blood from an infected person can

remain in or on a needle or syringe and then be transferred
directly into the bloodstream of the next person who uses
it. It has long been held that if the works

(needles and

syringes) were flushed with chlorine bleach three times,
followed by flushing with water three times,
infection risk was virtually eliminated.

that the

A recent update by

the American Red Cross states :
The CDC strongly asserts that flushing or
sterilization of syringes (needles) used by IV drug
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users may not absolutely deactivate HIV in the syringe.
Therefore, during presentations, instructors are to
advise listeners that all sharing of syringes is
unsafe, and that a sterile syringe should be used every
time.
If syringes are shared, the CDC advises that
multiple flushing occur using full-strength bleach,
followed by water, and that during one of those
flushing the bleach remains in the syringe for at least
30 seconds.
This procedure does not guarantee that the
syringe will be completely safe, but that it could cut
down on the number of HIV infections.^
Sharing or re-use of other types of needles, such as for
tattooing and ear piercing, also may transmit HIV and other
germs.%
Some people have been infected while receiving blood
transfusions, especially before 1985, the year when careful
screening and laboratory testing of the blood supply began.
Since that time, blood donors have been screened for the
detection of HIV infection, and donated blood has been
tested for evidence of HIV.
How You Cannot Get HIV or AIDS
HIV infection does not just happen.
"catch" it like a cold or flu.

You cannot simply

Unlike cold or flu viruses,

HIV is not spread by coughs or sneezes.

You cannot get HIV

through everyday contact with infected people at school,
work, home, or anywhere else.
You cannot get the infection from clothes, phones, or
’■American Red Cross, Health and Safety Instructor News
(Southeastern Michigan Chapter: Winter/Spring 1994).
^Surgeon General's Report on AIDS, 12.
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toilet seats.

It cannot be passed on by things like

spoons, cups, or other objects that someone who is infected
with the virus has used.

You cannot get it from everyday

contact with an infected person.
Mosquito bites will not give you AIDS.

The AIDS virus

does not live in a mosquito's salivary glands like other
diseases such as malaria or yellow fever.

You will not get

the infection from bed bugs, lice, flies, or other insects.
The infection cannot be contracted from sweat, tears,
or sneezes.

Even in the rare event that these contain any

of the virus, they do not contain enough to infect.^
The experts are not completely certain about HIV
transmission through deep, prolonged, or "French" kissing.
While scientists believe it is remotely possible, there has
never been a known transmission of HIV through kissing.
Most scientists agree that transmission of HIV through deep
or prolonged kissing may be possible, but would be extremely
unlikely.
Experts are less sure about HIV transmission through
oral intercourse.

It may be possible.

The virus is present

in semen, vaginal secretions, blood, and occasionally,
low concentrations in saliva.

in

During oral intercourse, the

person who ingests the body fluids with high concentrations
of the virus is at risk.

The infecting substances might

enter the bloodstream through micro sores.
ilbid.
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All blood found to contain evidence of HIV is
discarded.

Currently in the U.S., there is almost no chance

of infection with HIV through a blood transfusion.

You

cannot get HIV from giving blood at a blood bank or other
established blood collection centers.
blood donations are sterile.

The needles used for

They are used once, then

destroyed.
In the midst of the fear about AIDS, the American Red
Cross promotes this message:

You can protect yourself from

the virus.
The best ways to prevent HIV infection are:
1. Do not have sex.

One experience can cause

infection.
2. Avoid contact with another person's bloody fluids.
3. Do not shoot drugs.
4. Never share any kind of needle or syringe.
5. Do not use drugs or alcohol.

They can keep you from

thinking clearly.^
Each day the information about AIDS is increasing as we
learn more and live with this disease longer.

Some have

even stated that they do not trust the information because
it seems to change from one day to the next.

The challenge

then becomes how to encourage individuals to take the
information that is available and use it to live responsibly
and to keep themselves HIV-free.
^American Red Cross,

"HIV and A I D S , "

August 1992
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The African American Dilemma and Risk Profile
One group that is experiencing more than its fair share
of this new crisis is the African American community.
According to the 1990 U.S. Census report, there are
31,026,000 Americans of African descent in the United
States.1 This figure says that this community is at least
12 percent of the total population.

It could be assumed

that naturally the percentages would be replicated in other
facets of American life.

The sad truth is that it does not.

According to the CDC, in its 1992 annual report,
were 253,448 Americans who were known to have AIDS.

there
This

number includes 249,199 adults and adolescents thirteen
years of age and older.

In the United States, 4,24 9

children under the age of thirteen have AIDS.^

These

children are primarily the offspring of infected mothers.
The crisis for the African American as it relates to AIDS is
reflected in the numbers.
75,997

cases

Of the total numbers for AIDS,

(33%) are African Americans.

For African

American adults there are 73,686 cases, and 2,311 cases
(50%) among African American children,

thirteen and under.

In the four categories of race and ethnicity that the CDC
tracks, African American children have the largest total.

^Molefi K. Asnate and Mark T. Mattson, Historical and
Cultural Atlas of African Americans (New York: MacMillan
Publishing Company, 1992), 156.
^Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1993,
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For Caucasian children the total is 871; Hispanic,

1,027;

Asian/Pacific Islander, 19; American Indian/Alaska Native,
13.1
Tables 1-4 indicate the exposure categories for adults
and children by race and ethnicity.

The tables give the

statistics for cases cumulative for 1991 and 1992.

I relied

on the data gathered by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention,

in Atlanta, Georgia.

Three attempts were made

to secure the tables for the 1993 totals.

This information

was in the process of being printed for an August 1994
distribution release to the public.

The tables that are

presented in this project were a part of the CDC's annual
reports for the years 1991 and 1992.

Information in these

reports breaks down the existing reported cases of AIDS in
the United States in the following categories :
1.

Sex

2.

Race

3.

Age

4.

Exposure or risk behavior

5.

Reported deaths

6.

Cases of AIDS exposure related to occupation (e.g.,

health care workers, etc.).
The 1993 CDC annual report, located in the appendix of
this project report, has information that reports the number
of HIV infection cases as well.
"Ibid.
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T a b le 1 . - - A I D S c a s e s b y a g e g r o u p , e x p o s u r e c a t e g o r y ,
r a c e / e t h n i c i t y , r e p o r te d th ro u g h Decem ber 19 9 1 ,

and

United States

Ual«
•z p o tu rt et(eg«qr
Man wno hJva m z w Oi man
Iniactmg ijcug UM
Man wTio hava la z antfi man and
injactdniga
HanwpNia/coagulaliom tfsordar
Heiarosczual ooniact
Sex a,m èrjeCÜnç drug user
Sex milt person miti hemoçfuSe
Bom tt Penem-U county
Sex met person bom in
Psttern-a country
Sex tnffi trsnslusion rrxdpiect
mOt HIV mteCMn
Sex mtr- HlV-mtecltd person.
nsk trx speaSed
RcceipC of Wood transKi»on.
Wood C’Xnponanu. or «ssua
OharAxdelanninad
Male suWoul

While, not
Hlapante
Ho. (%J

Biacti. not
Hlipanfe

Hlapante

AalanrPiclflc
lalandar

American Indlanf
Alaika Native

Total

No. (%)

No. (%)

No.

(%)

No. (%)

S3.205 (80) 20.540 (44) 13.240 (46)
7.017 ( 71 18.798 0 8 ) 11.083 0 9 )

936 (81)
40 ( 31

172
33

(64)
(12)

118.362 (65)
35.048 (19)

28 ( 2)
18 ( 2)
9 ( 1)

41
8
3

(15)
( 3)
( 1)

13.135 ( 7)
1.671 ( 1)
4.687 ( 3)

1 M 7 ( 7)
U 7 3 ( 1)
«13 ( 1)
483
7
8

No. (%)

3.578 ( 8)
127 ( 0 )
3 J 0 7 ( 7)
f.077
1
f.779

1.925 ( 7)
137 ( 0)
548 ( 2)
313
2
11

40

48

43

19

16

381

197

232

9

5

—

2

98
79

1
55 ( 5)
67 ( 6)

104.180(100) 47.037 (ICO) 28.624 (100)

1.153(100)

418 ( 1)
2.269 ( 5)

—

1

259 ( 1)
1.432 ( 5)

I.S38 ( 2)
2.287 ( 2)

1.882
10
1.805

3

—

813
1
11

( 0)
( 4)

269 (100)

2,679 ( 1)
6.114 ( 3)
181.696(100)

Famala
azpoaura category
8,185 (55)
10 ( 0)
3.784 (34)

2.191 (50)
3 ( 0)
1.694 (39)

16 (15)
—
37 (35)

859
343
7»
5

2.244
216
10
70$

1.343
79
4
3

14
11
2

10

83

2

102

28

29

2

303

S14

236

8

2

Racaipt of Wood transfusjon.
Wood componana, or bssua
OmarAxTdaiarminad

1.055 (19)
414 ( 8)

349 ( 3)
828 ( 7)

220 ( 5)
292 ( 7)

35 (33)
17 (16)

5 (11)

Famala (uWotal

5.468 (100) 11,156(100)

4.400(100)

105(100)

Injacbng drug uaa
HamoprtiliaAcoagufalicn disordar
HcleroMtual contact:
Sex mtOt ktieaing drug user
Sex a.A baexvel mete
Sex mCt person mdt hemoptuie
Bom xt Peltem-n cxxjrtry
Sex mdi person bom in
Ptttetrt-U country
Sex n ir- trenstuson recipient
mdt HIV ntecbon
Sex mtlt HtV-intecled person.
nsJt not speoted

Tout

2.268 (41)
29 ( 1)
1.700 (31)

s«.m

25
—

(56)

10 (22)

10.705 (50)
42 ( 0)
7.249 (34)
4.484
651
94
719

7
I
-

76

J3.02*

Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance, Year End Edition-1991
CDC, January 1992), 10.
' '
~

161

5

(11)

45 (100)
314

1.065

1.668 ( 8)
1.561 ( 7)
21.225(100)
2 0 2 .« 1
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T a b le 2 . - - A d u l t / a d o l e s c e n t A ID S c a s e s b y s e x , e x p o s u r e
c a t e g o r y , a n d r a c e / e t h n i c i t y , r e p o r t e d th r o u g h
D ecem ber 1 9 9 1 , U n i t e d S t a t e s

Whit*, not
Hispanic

Black, not
Hispanic

Hlapanie

No.

(%)

No.

(%)

No.

(%)

No.

(%)

No. {%)

244
194
271
3.361
15.618
24.350
23,044
16.141
9.534
5.155
3,216
1.873
1,609

( 0)
( 0)
( 0)
( 3)
(15)
(23)
(22)
(15)
( 9)
( 5)
( 3)
( 2)
( 2)

820
124
175
2.065
7.355
11,667
11,160
6,730
3,616
2,026
1.196
632
415

( 2)
( 0)
(0 )
( 4)
(15)
(24)
(23).
(14)
( 8)
( 4)
( 2)
( 1)
( 1)

367
95
119
1.269
4,826
7,311
6,430
4,037
2.132
1.186
723
356
235

( 1)
( 0)
( 0)
( 4
(17)
(25)
(22)
(1 4
( 7)
( 4)
( 2)
( 1)
( 1)

8
5
7
42
160
230
264
190
116
82
40
12
30

( 1)
( 0)
( t)
( 4)
(14)
(20)
(23)
(16)
(10)
( 5)
( 3)
( 1)
( 3)

5 ( 2)
5
13
59
72
54
35
17
5
4
4
1

( 2»
( 5)
(22)
(26)
(20)
(13)
( 6)
( 2)
( 1)
( 1)

47,985

100)

29.066

(100)

1,164

(100)

274

(100)

323
69
32
343
992
1.149
888
465
222
134
78
46
51

Female suoiolal

783 ( 6)
( 4)
113 ( 1)
( I)
117 ( 1)
( 1)
( 6)
692 ( 6)
(18) 2.093 (17)
(22) 3,148 (26)
(16) 2,514 (21)
( 9) 1.237 (10)
565 ( 5)
( 5)
338 ( 3)
( 4)
191 ( 2)
( 4)
122 ( 1)
( 3)
139 ( 1)
I 8)
5.763 (1C») 12.052(100)

ToUl

110.365

Walaa
Ag« at dlagnoais (years)
Under 5
S-12
13-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 or older

Male subtotal

104,622 (100)

Asian/Paclflc
Islander

American Indian/
Alaska Natlvo

—

( 0)

Total
No.
1.449
424
577
6.765
28,080
43,715
41,064
27,202
15,464
8.456
5,196
2,882
2.295

(%)
( 1)
( 0)
( 0)
( 4)
(15)
(24)
(22)
(15)
( 8)
( 5)
( 3)
( 2)
( 1)

183.569 (100)

Famalc*
Ag* at dlagnosla (yaara)

Under 5
5-12
13-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 orolder

240
57
61
342
1,011
1.257
907
522
279
204
219
183
481

60,037

( 7)
( 1)
( 1)
( 7)
(21)
(24)
(19)
(10)
( 5)
( 3)
( 2)
( 1)
( 11
♦.792(100)
33,87»

1
5
1
5
8
20
15
21
9
7
5
8
5

( 1)
( 5)
( 1)
( 5)
( 7)
(18)
(14)
(19)
( 8)
( 8)
( 5)
( 7)
( 5)

111 (100)
1.275

Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance, Year End Bdition-1991
CDC, January 1992), 11.

3 ( 6)

1,353
245
212
1.395
4.122
5,601
4,340
2,252
1,083
685
495
361
679

—

1
5
7
15
5
5
3
1

( 2)
(10)
(IS)
(31)
(10)
(10)
( 6)
( 2)

—

2 ( 4)
1 ( 2)
44

(100)

( 6)
( 1)
( 1|
( 6)
(18)
(25)
(19)
(10)
( S)
( 3)
( 2)
( 2)
( 3)

22,823 (100)

322

206,392
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T a b le 3 . - - A I D S c a s e s b y s e x , a g e a t d i a g n o s i s , . a n d
r a c e / e t h n i c i t y , r e p o r t e d t h r o u g h D e c e m b e r 1 9 9 1 ,’
U n it e d S t a t e s

Ago at diagnosis (yaars)

Whli*. not
Wtpanlc
No. (%l

UndsrS
S-12
13-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55 59
60-64
65 or oidor

24#
194
271
3.361
15.61»
24.350
23.04»
16.141
9.538
5.155
3.216
1.673
1.609

Male suOtoul

( 0)
( 0)
( 0)
( 3)
(15)
(23)
(22)
(15)
( 9)
( 5)
( 3)
( 2)
( 2)

104.622 (100)

Block, not
Hispanic
No. W
620
128
ITS
2.065
7J55
11.667
11.160
6.730
3.616
2.026
1.196
632
415

{ 2)
{ 0)
< 0)
( 4)
(15)
(24)
(23)
(14)
( »)
( 4)
( 2)

( I)
( 1)

47.985 (100)

Aslan/Pscidc

Hispanic
No.

(%)

Islandor
No. (%)

367
95
119
1.269
4.826
7.311
6.430
4.037
2.132
1.186
723
356
235

( 1)
( 0)
( 0)
( 4)
(17)
(25)
(22)
(14)
( 7)
( 4)
( 2)
( 1)
( 1)

6
5
7
42
160
230
264
190
116
82
40
12
30

( 1)
( 0)
( 1)
{ 4)
(14)
(20)
(23)
(16)

29.066

(100)

1.164

(100)

Amorlcon Indian/
Alaska Nativa

(10)
( 5)

( 3)
( 1)
( 3)

Total

No. (%)
5

No.

5
13
59
78
54
35
17
5
4
4

( 2)
( 5)
(22)
(26)
(20)
(13)
( 6)
( 2)
( 1)

( 1)
1 ( 0)

1.449
424
577
6.765
28.080
43.715
41.064
27202
15.464
8.456
5.196
2.882
2.295

274

(100)

183.569

( 2)

—

(%)
( I)
( 0)
( 0)
( 4)
(15)
(24)
(22)
(15)
( 8)
( 5)

( 3)
( 21
( 1)
(100)

Ftmalaa
Ago at diagnosis (y ttrs )

Under 5
5-12
13-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 or o«de'
Female suoioiai
Total

240
57
61
342
1.011
1.257
907
522
279
204
219
183

783 ( 6)
( 4)
113 ( 1)
( 1)
117 ( 1)
( 1)
692 ( 6)
( 6)
(18) 2.093 (17)
(22) 3.148 (26)
(16) 2.514 (21)
( 9) 1.237 (10)
565 ( 5)
( 5)
338 ( 3)
( 4)
191 ( 2)
( *)
122 ( 1)
( 3)
441 ( 8)
139 ( 1)
5.763 (100) 12.052(100)
M.037

323
69
32
343
992
1.149
868
465
222
134
78
46
51

( 7)
( 1)
( 1)
( 7)
(21)
(24)
(19)
(10)
( 5)
( 3)
( 2)
( 1)
( 1)
4.792 (100)
33.17»

1
5
1
6
8
20
15
21
9
7
5
8
5

( 1)
( 5)
( 1)
( 5)
( 7)
(18)
(14)
(19)
( 8)
( 8)
I 5)
( 7)
( 5)

111 (100)
1.27S

Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance, Year End Edition-1991
CDC, January 1992), 14.

3
—
1
5
7
IS
5
5
3
1
—
2
1

( 6)
( 2)
(10)
(15)
(31)
(10)
(10)
( 8)
( 2)
( 4)
( 2)

48 100)
322

1.353
245
212
1.395
4.122
5.601
4.340
2.252
1.063
685
495
361
679

( 6)
( 1)
( 1)
( 6)
(18)
(25)
(19)
(10)
( 5)
( 3)
( 2)
( 2)
( 3)

22.323 (100)
206.392
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Table 4.--AIDS deaths by race/ethnicity, age at death,
and sex, occurring in 1989 and 1990, and cumulative
totals reported through December 1991, United States

kUiM
R jc t'tth n lc ity
in d *g « #1 d « « lh

IM «

B o th S «<M

C um u laliva
I960
to ta l

1969

C um ulaliva
1990
to ta l

C um ulathri
to ta l

1969

1990

90
312
4.445
5.326
2,283
1.196
13.653

61
247
4.624
5.952
2.494
1.206
14.566

430
1.659
23.750
26.194
11J70
6.480
72.480

w m it*. n o t H isp a n ic
Unoa» IS
tS-24
2S-34
35 44
45-54
S S orciP ar
AM agaa

4*
276
4.166
5.160
2.217
1.062
12.967

33
200
4.373
5.736
2.426
1.075
13.643

253
1.476
22.461
27241
11340
5.736
66.920

44
36
259
166
65
116
666

26
47
251
216
133
743

T77
161
1.269
853
330
743
3.560

B lack, no* H lapanie
unpar IS
IS-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
SSoroW ar
A4 a ga t

80
206
2.172
2.529
784
370
6.141

103
164
2223
2^630
652
403
6.375

465
1.061
11.565
11.974
3.941
1.750
30.846

66
66
633
511
142
56
1.496

100
74
644
839
139
66
1 662

467
376
3.160
2.430
906
343
7.416

166
272
2.805
3.040
926
426
7.637

203
238
2.867
3.269
991
469
6.057

972
1.469
14.725
14.394
4.547
2.083
36.264

H ispanic
UnOar 15
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
S S oroldar
A4 agaa

45
126
1.462
1.460
536
204
3.633

41
101
1.402
1.526
502
210
3.782

232
547
7.114
7.026
2.437
I.OOS
16.492

46
29
260
174
51
29
569

41
31
255
210
58
27
623

211
156
1206
824
234
117
2.761

91
155
1.722
1.634
567
233
4.422

82
133
1.657
1.736
561
237
4.405

443
605
6.322
7.652
2.671
1.122
21.253

1

_
_

5
6
2
4
16

2
5
2
3
12

3
3
17
26
14
16
60

1
4
46
66
33
16
170

1

_

44
72
33
22
171

11
19
238
315
145
87
619

1
2
14
14
5

5

1
1
12
6
2
1
24

36

1
4
19
13
3
1
41

6
11
87
64
24
10
203

168
176
153
131
1 159 1156
663 1.073
269
262
250
209
2.602 3.072

661
723
5.672
4.135
1 189
1 223
13.663

350
745
9 04 9
10.106
3 843
1.683
25.978

350
621
9 226
11.061
4.093
1.960
27311

1.666
3.966
47.179
50.914
19 292
9.611
133.233

A aiaiV P acinc lila n p a *
Undar 15
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
S S croiP sr
A4 agaa
A m erican Ind ia n /A la ska Nalhra
Under IS
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55 or oidar
A4 agat
A il ra c la i/a th n ic groupa
Under 15
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55 or oldar
A4 agaa

1

6

42
67
30
19
156

16
222
268
131
71
738

—

4
43
60
31
14
152
1
2
13
II
4

—

1
3
16
12
3
1
36

179

161
172
614
466
6.066
7690
9.966
9245
3.624
3 561
1.674
1.710
23.176 24239

965
3246
41.507
46.779
16.103
6.566
II9 J 7 0

31

5
10
75
56
22

66

_
_

1
3
1

9

1
3
1
—

5

Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance, Year End B±Ltion-1991
GA: CDC, January 1992), 18.
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In 1990, Blacks accounted for more than 28 percent of
the AIDS cases in the United States.

Predictions held that

future African American AIDS numbers would be based on an
HIV population of 280,000 Blacks.

The fact that Blacks were

accounting for more than 36 percent of the new AIDS cases
cast doubt on the predictions.^

For the population in

which this disease was initially discovered, gay White men,
the new infection numbers were declining, yet the opposite
was true for the Black population.

Mitchell cites that

between 1980 and 1988 the AIDS death rate for African
American women increased from 4.4 to 10.3 per 100,000.
AIDS became the third leading cause of death among Black
women ages fifteen to forty-four.^

Of the total number of

women with AIDS, Black women were 52 percent of the total
and nine times more likely to die of AIDS than White
women.3

The Public Health Service predicted 1993 AIDS

totals would number between 3 90,000 to 400,000 in the U.S.
Of that figure, African Americans would number between
109,000 to 134,000.“
The following statistics are presented in tables 5-8.
^Angela Mitchell,
November 19 90, 32.

"AIDS : We Are Not Immune," Emerge.

=Ibid.
^Ibid.
“Ibid.
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T a b le 5 . - - A ID S c a s e s b y a g e g r o u p , e x p o s u r e c a t e g o r y ,
r a c e / e t h n i c i t y , r e p o r t e d t h r o u g h D ecem ber 1 9 9 2 ,
U n ite d S ta te s
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1*7
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(
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15.*M
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K A 54
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(1)
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17
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St

$8*
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787

18
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(3)
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(0 *
4.113

3173
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1
17

(1)
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7 3 .6 ** (100)

A m w lcan M U iV
tom km to O M
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1.738
4B
to *
to

1J71
1.M 0

and

24
18
t
3

13
3
—

14

1

—

308

81

3

-

311

57*
2.1(1

(1)
(3)

41.172 (100)

105
la

3481
833
131
2M 2

-

3.341

3
7

(7)
(()

13*1 (100)

(2)
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a
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4.9*0
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2.1*3
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1
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(

(16)

1
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3.6*5
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8
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42*
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17
3
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3
3
1
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(
1
—
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—

—

1.888
733
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30
378
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t

—

—

18

t

4

7

-

—

17

41

110

38

3

311

M

38

30

—

80

380
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4
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83
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15*
1*

to lttm c m u M to

*71 (100)

TeW

a
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CQ

M
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17

1

t
(7)
(2)

1.037 (100)
42.1M

7

(37)

—

30*
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-

-

1( (100)
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1A K

Source: h t v / a t d s Surveillance, Year End Edition-1992
CDC, February 1993), 10.

44*

(7)
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4A 4 * (100)
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_
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Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance, Year End Bdition-1992
CDC, February 1993), 11.
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T a b le 7 . - - A ID S c a s e s b y s e x , a g e a t d i a g n o s i s a n d
r a c e / e t h n i c i t y , r e p o r t e d t h r o u g h D e cem b er 1 9 9 2 ,
U n it e d S t a t e s
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Aga at diagnoala (yaara)
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5-12
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(A)
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(1)
73
(1)
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(8)
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1.595 (22)
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3.901
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4
6
1
7
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7
7
9
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Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance, Year End Edition-1992
CDC, February 1993), 14.
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—

1
5
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20
7
8
4
1
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(8)
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—

2
1

(3)
(2)

65 (100)
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29.477 (100)
255,448
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(6)
(18)
(24)
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(11)
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P)
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Table 8.--AIDS deaths by race/ethnicity, age at death, and
sex, occurring in 1990 and 1991, and cumulative
totals reported through December 1992, United States
FwnalM
Rae*r«(hnielt|r
#md aga al daafft
WNIa, not Hlapanie
Undar IS
tS-24
2S-34
3S-44
4S-54
SSoreidar
AlagM

1M

CumulaOva
1551
low

33
S3
205
203
4.505 4.555
5.035 5.7S3
1555 1525
1.134 1.155
14.553 15.722

305
1.702
25.010
3642S
14.500
7.125
57.352

•lack, twt Mapanic
Undar IS
1S-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55 or oldar
Al agaa

105
170
1334
1513
524
433
5.752

55
155
1417
1154
1.100
475
7.451

505
1415
14.410
15.047
1414
1403
40445

Mapanic
Undar IS
15-24
2534
35-44
4554
55 or oidar
Alagaa

47
112
1405
1.577
550
237
4.132

35
103
1471
1415
520
254
4.432

257
753
5.131
5472
3.305
1441
24423

Aala/^aeMc lalandar
undar IS
1524
2534
3544
4554
55 or oidar
Alagaa
Amarican kidUnlAiaaka Nalfva
Undar IS
1524
2534
3544
4554
55 or oldar
Alagaa
Al raclaifalhnlc groupa
Undar IS
1524

5
^
3544
4554
55 or oldar
Alagaa

1
44
55
31
21
155

3
71
50
32
17
203

10
15
253
355
155
55
MO

1
4
15
12
3
2
35

3
1
27
25
4
5
55

12
100
71
25
13
235

—

—

1550
30
45
275
237
72
140
503

1550

30
33
325
257
114
124
154

207
215
1.564
1405
470
59S
4.560

105
57
74
100
551
750
5*3
715
154 233
54
105
1.505 1014

564
479
4.021
1445
551
455
1.905

217
244
3.025
3.4M
1475
527
5457
92
145
1.794
1405
5 9
257

4S
34
275
231
55
30
554

36
47
329
256
17
41
532

251
211
1.523
1423
353
174
3455

1
3
5
2
3
14

1
1
4
5
5
4
22

3
3
24
33
15
15
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1
1
3
1

1
8
3

—

1

111
110
1411
452
457
3402
1422 1754
51.595
10.524 11.503 51441
4.054 4451
23.574
1427 1.575
10.555
25.740 27.541 153414

•oO> M I W

Cumulathra
1551
taW

10

2
2
17
5
2
1
33

155
164
155
152
14S0 1.421
1.150 1492
295
451
255
274
3.320 1774

1.059
112
7445
1525
1.725
1.555
15.575

—
—

5

—

1551

53
53
255
235
4.554 1025
5472 7420
1535 1540
1474 1412
11396 15.816

4415

2
47
74
S3
24
150
•

2
5
11
13
2
44

150
255
1177
3413

513
1J15
29.554
35.430
1S470
1024
51035

551
9.475

1402
1.799
11431
15.455
5495
2.565
50.153

72
150
1495
1104
717
329
1294

154
10.754
10.596
1851
141 s
25.075

1
4
75
M
35
21
225

13
19
307
431
204
106
1.051

3
2
33
29
4
5
78

8
14
120
87
25
14
271

1433

344
377
660
579
9.772 10415
11.754 11155
4452 1042
2.055 2450
29.050 31.715

Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance Year End Editnon-•1992
GA: CDC, February 1993), 18.
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2457
4.714
59444

57.185
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11545
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The statistical information gathered to date clearly
reveals that African Americans are facing a dilemma in
confronting this epidemic.
been affected by AIDS.

Disproportionately, Blacks have

What is interesting to note is the

"at risk" profile for this community.
"At risk" refers to the behavior categories that a
person engages in that cause exposure to the virus.
category specifications were more "labeling"

Earlier

(e.g., gay men,

prostitutes, etc.) than identifying specific behaviors
(e.g., needle sharing, unprotected sex, etc.).

Those

involved in the education process about this disease quickly
realized that "labeling" allowed individuals who were
practicing risk behaviors but had not accepted the lifestyle
associated with the behavior to filter themselves out of the
warning messages.

The most common example is found in the

cases where men who label themselves as heterosexual but
were either bisexual or having occasional sex with men.
These men do not consider themselves as gay and therefore
erroneously believed that they were safe.
not clear.

The message was

The risk of HIV infection is not an issue of

being gay or not, or being a drug addict or not.

The risk

is directly linked to having unprotected anal, vaginal, or
oral sex with anyone who is already infected.
practice anal sex on occasion as well.

Heterosexuals

Heterosexual or gay,

the risk is with the behavior not the orientation.

What the

infection numbers do suggest is that anal sex appears to

I
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be an easier avenue for transmission, and that any lifestyle
that promotes promiscuity heightens the risk factor.
The numbers by category of infection for African
Americans give some insight as to where the problems can be
found.

For African American men, the second highest

numbers, 36 percent, of the infected are found in the
category of men who have the risk "injecting drug use."
These are men who through their drug-use practices are
either sharing needles with infected persons, or, due to
impaired decision making through using drugs or being
"high," are having sex with infected individuals.
tables 1 and 5.)

{See

Drug use in this regard does not mean

"drug addiction" or "drug addict."

It is clearly an

identification of any drug user--recreational, occasional or
habitual--who engages in these risk behaviors.
The highest category, which tends to surprise African
Americans, is the at-risk behavior of men who have sex with
men.

There is a great deal of denial that homosexuals exist

within the African American community.

This is due in part

to the group disdain that is held towards this lifestyle.
The reality is that there are gay men and women, brothers
and sisters, aunts and uncles, cousins, nephews, and nieces
in the Black family.

Again, the emphasis must rest with the

risk behavior and not the lifestyle.

It would appear that

because of the taboo that exists within this group for the
gay lifestyle, many find themselves practicing sexually "in <
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the closet" and are living other lives to cloak their
orientation.

This secret sexual life tends to create a

greater risk situation not only for the male but for his
female sexual partner who is unaware of his other
activity.

Of the infected African American males, 43

percent are men who have sex with men.
For African American females, injecting drug use is the
category with the highest numbers.

Of the Black women

infected with HIV, 54 percent were exposed due to their
drug use.

It must be stated again that the inference is not

that the Black women who are in this category are all
addicts.

Clearly, some of them are.

As stated before, the

focus rests with the specific behaviors associated with drug
use that put a person at risk.
Heterosexual contact becomes the second highest
exposure category for African American women,
Within this category,

36 percent.

the highest exposure numbers are found

in the subgroup of "sex with injecting drug users."
women in this risk group,

Of the

57 percent were exposed through

their heterosexual contact with a person who was an infected
injecting drug user.

The victimization that takes place in

this situation is that often the woman is unaware of the
drug use of her partner.
Finally, the risk factor for African Americans that is
the saddest--the children who are infected are the purest
of victims.

Ninety-four percent of Black children infected
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with HIV were b o m to mothers with or at risk for HIV
infection.

Infected Black women were responsible for the

largest number of infected children.

The second group in

terms of the numbers are the children whose mothers were
infected by their infected,
partners.

injecting, drug-using sexual

A case for further investigation would be the

third category with the highest numbers, the HIV infection
from unspecified risks.^

Due to underdeveloped immune

systems at birth, life is short for these children.
Pastoral Care Designs
Accusations of Christian hostility, inactivity,
and apathy in the midst of the AIDS crisis may, of
course, be grossly overstated.
It is generally
incontestable that the people of God repeatedly display
care and concern for persons in need.
Yet, in many
ways, the AIDS epidemic has presented a dilemma.
The
situation calls for a response, but it offers no
obvious indication as to the direction such a response
should take.
In sensing this quandary, the church has
been not unlike society in general, wanting to do
something but not knowing quite what to do.^
It is in response to wanting to know what to do that
the whole area of AIDS pastoral care training has developed.
The nature of the AIDS disease affects every aspect of the
individual's being.

Thus, the medical community had to

learn to meet the needs of this new patient.

Counselors and

social workers had to discover how to meet and service the
’•The CDC refers to cases with "unspecified" risk
behaviors as being those cases where the infection or the
disease is present, but the cause of the infection or route
of transmission could not be conclusively identified.
^Hoffman and Grenz,

19.
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needs of these new clients.

This epidemic has challenged

politicians, insurance providers, employers, landlords, the
legal system, public safety officials, pharmacists,
nutritionists, researchers, and just about everyone who has
an impact on an individual's quality of living.

Included in

this group are those men and women who have been called and
have dedicated their lives to the spiritual nurture and care
of humanity.

It is not enough to say that pastors are to

respond--knowing how to respond is imperative.
The challenge to be met before training can take place
is to motivate pastors and pastoral caregivers to take up
this special ministry.

In 1992, sixty-one Chicago ministers

were surveyed and asked if they felt that AIDS was a "very
serious" problem.

Forty-four of the ministers said yes.^

However, only fourteen of the churches in this group had
sponsored AIDS outreach activities.

Of the ministers,

fifty-one said that they would welcome gay or lesbian
couples to their worship services.

Fifty-six of the

ministers said that persons with AIDS would be welcome at
their churches.^
The percentage of the pastors that responded positively
is encouraging on the surface.

A closer look

as to what

each pastor meant or intended to say (that these people are
^Curtis Lawrence, "Minority Churches Slow to Join AIDS
Fight," The Chicago Reporter. June 1992, 6.
^Ibid.
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welcome)

is unsettling.

Within the number of those who

responded positively, there was a counter-productive agenda
in place.

Several ministers in this group hold the view

point that AIDS is God's response of retribution against
those who break His laws.^

Some ministers believe that an

AIDS ministry's agenda is to point out the sins of the
sufferer and to call them to repentance.

What is grossly

missing in this approach is compassion, which is lost in an
effort to point out moral correctness.

Pastors who hold

this viewpoint tend to feel no need for specialized training
to be an effective caregiver to the AIDS patient.

To the

credit of the Christian church as a whole, there are those
who are on the front line, providing care and proper
training for those who will take up this work.
My initial AIDS training began in 1988 with the
Michigan Health Department.

The focus of this training was

to give factual information concerning HIV infection and
AIDS along with prevention strategies.

Techniques for pre-

and post-test counseling were a part of this seminar, with
time set for demonstrating one's counseling skills with
critique and feedback.

Those who completed the training

were certified as HIV/AIDS counselors and qualified to work
at HIV testing sites.

In 1992, I completed training and was

certified with the American Red Cross as a Community AIDS
"Ibid., 9
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Educator and African American AIDS Specialist.
My AIDS pastoral care training came through two
organizations dedicated to preparing pastoral care
volunteers to give care to anyone impacted by AIDS : the AIDS
Interfaith Network of Detroit, Michigan, and the AIDS
Pastoral Care Network of Chicago,

Illinois.

I analytically

discuss the training programs of each organization.
The AIDS Interfaith Network (AIN)
The AIDS Interfaith Network was co-founded by Sister
Marilyn Bergt and Rabbi Marc Blumenthal in December,
in Detroit, Michigan.

1986,

Since 1989, Sister Marilyn, a member

of the sisters of Divine Providence since 1960, became the
full-time Executive Director for the organization.

AIN is

a volunteer organization that provides spiritual care and
support to people with HIV disease,
and loved ones.

their families, friends

This organization holds the following as

its mission statement:
AIDS Interfaith Network is an organization of
volunteers from many different religious traditions,
whose mission is to offer compassionate, non-judgmental
spiritual support and care to anyone touched by HIV
disease.^
AIN offers a comprehensive training program for its
pastoral care volunteers.

Typically, the entire training

runs for eight sessions over an eight-week period.

Each

session takes place on a Tuesday evening for approximately
^AIDS Interfaith Network, AIDS Interfaith Network
Pastoral Training Manual
(Detroit, MI: N.p., 1991).
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three hours.

The first session, which is an orientation to

the organization, lasts for two hours.

When the prospective

volunteers come to a session, they are led in a focused
discussion of a predetermined topic.
The session topics are presented as follows:
1 : AIN Orientation; Session 2: Aspects of AIDS;

Session
Session 3:

Homosexuality as a Ministry Issue; Session 4: Substance
Abuse as a Ministry Issue; Session 5: Bereavement Issues;
Session 6 : Ministering to the Family Living with HIV;
Session 7 : Pastoral Issues in Ministering to the Person with
HIV; Session 8: The AIN Volunteer-Commissioning Ceremony.
Worship or spiritual reflection is an important part of
the training.

Each session is generally opened with a

selected reading or a passage of Scripture, with time for
reflection, meditation, sharing, and prayer.

A special

candle is lit to symbolize the hope and faith that a
permanent cure will be found for this disease.
Each area of training for AIN volunteers is facilitated
by a skilled and well-prepared professional in the
specialized area.

To the credit of the AIN director and

staff, an excellent group of qualified faculty has been
developed to carry out the training sessions.

Those who

participate as trainees, in my opinion, are exposed to some
of the best.

The classes are informal and the instructors

allow for questions and discussion as the need arises.
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At the end of the training session, closure is brought
in somewhat the same manner in which it was opened, with a
particular emphasis on the subject at hand.

A selected

reading or group sharing about what volunteers have been
confronted with during the session is followed by prayer and
the extinguishing of the candle.

Upon completion of the

entire training, and having been commissioned by AIN, the
next step is to be assigned to a case as a spiritual or
pastoral caregiver.

The director of AIN evaluates the

volunteer and considers the profile of both the caregiver
and the one needing care, which includes the faith heritage
of each.

It is hoped that a pairing is made that is

compatible.

Volunteers are reminded of the importance of

commitment and dependability in this work and are always
given an opportunity to decide if they are able or willing
to fulfill the assignment.

Upon acceptance and establishing

contact with the client, the volunteer is given a reporting
form that serves not only to track pastoral care activity,
but to foster accountability to the mission, duty, client,
and organization.
Volunteer support meetings are a part of the AIN
program to allow for affirmation of the importance and
significance of the volunteer, to help relieve burnout, and
to discuss and receive help with difficult situations
arising out of giving care.

Careful thought, testing

methods, and organization with a vision have caused
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the AIDS Interfaith Network to be a model organization for
anyone interested in providing the necessary preparation and
support for those who have a desire and commitment to care
for those with HIV disease.

Further information on AIN can

be found in the appendix of this report.

An entire manual

outlining the AIN program was secured, but was too lengthy
to include in this project.

Selected information has been

provided.
AIDS Pastoral Care Network
The AIDS Pastoral Care Network, based in Chicago,
Illinois, started out as a group of concerned clergy who
found themselves in the unfamiliar situation of ministering
to persons with AIDS.

Because of the comprehensive impact

of the disease, issues surrounding the care of the affected
can be complex.

Responding to the notion that this pastoral

care should be long terro for those who wanted it, twenty
people attended the first meeting that initiated this
organization.
The first meeting was called together by Father James
Corrigan, who was the Director of Pastoral Services at RushPresbyterian-St. Luke Hospital, and Steve Martz, a volunteer
at the Howard Brown Memorial Clinic.
with new attendees at each meeting.
one hundred people by the year's end.

The group met monthly,
The number grew to over
A core group formed

the Steering Committee, which later became the Board of
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Directors for the formally organized AIDS Pastoral Care
Network in the fall of 1985.
After clarifying APCN's mission, four priorities for
ministry were identified:

(1) direct pastoral services to

persons with AIDS or living with HIV;
(3) education about HIV/AIDS;
relations.

(2) spiritual nurture;

(4) development of public

Sub-committees to guide the work in these four

areas were comprised of board and staff members.

The

Executive Director chairs the Development and Education
Committee, and the Director of Pastoral Services oversees
recruitment, screening, and the training of volunteers.
APCN's training program is divided into two sections.
The first phase is the screening process.

In this phase,

the potential volunteer is taken through a process to
determine his or her suitability for this ministry.

It is

ACPN's position that great care should be taken in who is
selected to work as a caregiver--several well-intentioned
volunteers have created more pain in the act of helping.
The screening seminar is a six-hour process that is
started on a Thursday evening for two hours and is concluded
with a four-hour session on Saturday morning.

The screening

sessions always begin with a moment of meditation and
reflection on an inspirational reading or passage of
Scripture.

A brief look at the history of this volunteer

organization, the philosophy for ministry, and the guiding
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principles give the potential volunteer a frame of reference
as he or she enters into partnership with APCN.
The training begins with a segment devoted to the
clarification of the expectations of volunteers and the
various support mechanisms offered by this organization.
The expectations include :
1.

Regular, dependable contact with the client

2.

Regular reporting to APCN of visits, phone calls,

and reporting of a death
3.

Providing information to families, partners,

and

friends on bereavement support available following the death
4.

Participation in peer support and supervision

5.

Participation in continuing education events

offered by APCN.
The second half of the session is devoted to the
sharing of faith journeys by those present.

Small groups

are formed, and the leader of each group initiates the
disclosure of the personal experience of faith as it
manifests itself in the life of the individual.

The

leader's modeling sets the tone, the level of openness and
the atmosphere for safe sharing.

The issue at the core of

this exercise is to demonstrate the importance and necessity
for developing and communicating trust in a caring ministry.
Closing activities include the opportunity for feedback
and the answering of questions that the participants may
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have.

Materials that will be needed for the next session

are distributed at this time.

The small groups reassemble

into the large group for this session, and it is ended with
a brief prayer.
The second part of the screening on Saturday morning
begins with prayer and is followed by an "AIDS 101" seminar.
It is understood that many of those who have expressed an
interest in becoming a pastoral care volunteer have some
knowledge of the disease and the impact of the epidemic.
APCN holds that volunteers are not expected to be experts,
but a cohesive overview of the subject is beneficial in the
carrying out of this ministry.
Language is a powerful tool for help or destruction
when used correctly or incorrectly.

Because our words

create images and expose attitudes, APCN has determined that
this is an area that must be addressed when screening
volunteers for service.

A word-association exercise follows

the overview on A IDS.
The large group is divided into smaller groups and word
pairs are distributed to the groups.

Examples of the word

pairs would be; Cocktails/Alcoholic; Aspirin or
Tranquilizer/Drug Addict; Marriage/Gay Lovers.

The groups

are then asked to write down the words that come to mind
without thinking long and hard about each of the words in
the pairs.

The word associations are shared with the larger

group and a discussion follows.
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The third part of the morning session, through the use
of a case study,

is focused on examining issues relevant

to various views about God's relationship to the sufferer
and suffering.
discussion.

This session also allows for dialogue and

It is hoped that the participant would begin to

think about how he or she experiences God in everyday life.
The screening process is concluded with a lecture and
discussion on substance abuse and addictions.

As a method

of bringing some empathy of the volunteer towards the one
who may be addicted,

the participants are invited to live

without something they consider to be necessary in their
lives

(T.V., ice cream, music, etc.)

length of time.
insight.

for an undetermined

The exercise is a powerful tool for

Once again, as the session began with prayer,

it

ends with inspiration and prayer.
Approximately one month later, the full-day volunteer
training takes place.

Those who are present for this

session have been evaluated for their potential as pastoral
care volunteers.

Participation is by invitation only.

Pre

session materials that are to be read are sent in the mail
as well.
The full-day training begins with a simple and brief
liturgy to set the tone and atmosphere of the day.

An

introduction follows that not only introduces the
participants to one another but is a way of exploring why
they have chosen to be involved in this ministry.
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The purpose for APCN's existence is to provide
pastoral nurture to those with HIV disease.

However, the

focus on pastoral care issues is not singular in this
training.

The introduction is followed by recalling,

reflecting, and sharing an event in their lives when the
participants felt isolated, rejected, vulnerable, and
helpless.

This exercise helps to prepare one for responding

to those who are experiencing these same feelings.
The next segment is the sharing of the personal story
of a person with A I D S .

Being able to attach a face and a

body to the disease takes the volunteers to a deeper level
of confronting themselves as they relate to HIV/AIDS.

Great

care is taken by APCN in this matter to protect the one
sharing the story.
The afternoon session is devoted to the discovery and
discussion of the issues involved in this specialized
ministry.

Usually one and a half hours is allowed for this

activity.
The large group gathers together one last time for
final questions and sharing.

There is time allowed for

feedback, and an evaluation of the training is conducted to
help APCN to better prepare future volunteers.
African American AIDS Ministry
Organizations
Prior to my investigation of this subject,

I had no

knowledge of any organization that addressed the specific
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needs of the African American with AIDS or were owned and
operated by African Americans.

It appeared that not only

was the community at large in denial about this epidemic,
but African Americans were waiting for someone else to come
and address their n eeds.

My research reveals that there are

those within the community who have recognized and have
assumed the responsibility of providing the help needed in
this crisis hour.

The following is a short list of African

American owned and operated organizations involved in
providing service to the African American AIDS community,
their families, and significants.
1. African American Ministers United To Save Tomorrow-A*MUST is an organization of African American clergy who
have joined together to address HIV/AIDS in the African
American community.

Based in Chicago,

its mission is to

"save the lives of our brothers and sisters who are being
struck down with diseases endemic to the African American
community and developing a new paradigm of health care
services to the African American c o m m u n i t y . T h o u g h
primarily focused upon HIV/AIDS, the organization
addresses some of the long-standing health problems of the
African American community, such as diabetes, high blood
pressure, and sickle-cell anemia.
2. The Balm In Gilead is a New York organization
dedicated to healing the African American community through
^Pamphlet.
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prayer, health education, and advocacy.

This organization

was incorporated in 1992 as the parent organization of The
Harlem Week of Prayer for the Healing of AIDS and is also
the national sponsor of the Black Church National Day of
Prayer for Healing of AIDS.

Its mission is to enlighten the

community and community leaders about the various diseases
that plague the African American community and to encourage
community institutions to establish programs that will
assist in the eradication of these health problems.
3. Ministerial Crisis Center's goal is to provide
pastoral and culturally sensitive social services to the
African American community within the greater Cleveland,
Ohio, area in an effort to strengthen families affected by
the crisis of living with AIDS.

Clergy are trained and

certified through the Ohio State Health Department to
provide counseling and other social services to individuals
and families within their church community.

Referrals and

requests are made specifically in the areas of housing,
clothing, food, and transportation.
4. The Ark Of Refuge is based in San Francisco,
California, and has several HIV programs for the African
American community including (a) permanent housing and
supportive services for persons with HIV disease,

(b)

education and training to churches, organizations, and
individuals, and (c) advocacy and support services for
persons living with HIV disease, caregivers, and clergy.
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Ecumenical HIV education also includes technical assistance
in the development of HIV-related ministries.
5. Relierions Roundtable Of Washington Metropolitan Area
On HIV/AIDS is sponsored by the Carolina Missionary Baptist
Church.

This Washington, D.C., group is a private non

profit voluntary association of clergy and religious
organizations committed to : (a) identify gaps in services
and programs for those affected and infected with HIV
disease;

(b) advocate for those impacted by HIV/AIDS from a

spiritual perspective; and (c) increase the knowledge of the
religious community about HIV/AIDS and to encourage their
participation in providing services to families affected by
HIV/AIDS.
6. Rophe' Ministries is a Christian-based AIDS ministry
in Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Through seminars, workshops,

and forums, the organization is committed to educating all
members of the community.

Through education,

the Rophe'

Ministries plans to destroy the myths about HIV/AIDS and to
increase the awareness and sensitivity levels of workshop
participants about HIV disease.
This ministry is extremely unique in that it is run by
an African American married couple, both of whom are HIV
positive and who have decided to dedicate their lives to
ministering to and being intercessors for persons living
with HIV disease.

They were recently featured on one of the

television talk shows focusing on the topic of HIV couples
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who have decided to stay together after learning of their
HIV-positive diagnosis.
The work of providing pastoral care to the HIV-infected
and the person with AIDS has become an integral part of the
care for these special patients.

With the acceptance of the

work of pastoral care as being essential,

the training

efforts of the various organizations have sought to provide
a clergy or caregiver who is equipped to effectively serve.
No longer is the patient to be victimized by the unskilled
who has good intentions.

Pastors and the church can respond

with a dignified, qualified,

and committed ministry.
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CHAPTER III
ISSUES: THE AFRICAN AMERICAN WITH AIDS
Once a person discovers that he or she is infected or
has AIDS, several emotions immediately take control.
these emotions

(usually fears) can be overwhelming.

Often
The

focus of all helping exercises should target the needs of
the one being seirved.

In order for there to be effective

care given to persons with AIDS, a grasp of prevailing
issues is imperative.

However, when considering the African

American with AIDS, the general issues impact on the
patient, with ethnicity now factoring into the equation.
A review of the literature about AIDS reveals six
prevailing issues that the HIV infected and the person
living with AIDS often confront.

The following is a

discussion of those general issues as they impact the
African American AIDS patient.
Fear of Infection and Impairment
We live in an increasingly health and fitness conscious
society.

In reality, most people take health or wellness

for granted.

Thus, the onset of an illness is usually

accompanied by denial.

Considerable pain and discomfort are

often tolerated and carefully hidden from those who are
49

I
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closest.

Family members,

friends, and even spouses are

often led to participate in the denial with the sick.

It is

clear that something is wrong, but denial allows us to
postpone the confrontation of what might be a devastating
truth.
There seems to be an unspoken taboo against sickness
that tends to have an impact on the definition of the worth
of an individual.

It seems to be manifested in a strong

internal drive in all of us to resist the reality of mortal
frailty.

Parsons notes that the very undesirability of the

state of ill health seems to include an obligation to get
well.^

Ablon suggests that the sick person is reduced in

our minds from a whole and usual person to a tainted,
discounted one.^

Such an attribution is a stigma.

Thus,

sickness in our health-obsessed society is to be avoided at
all costs.^
This avoidance of sickness lends to the putting off of
needed treatment and/or medical attention to the detriment
of the individual.

Usually the disease, unattended,

is

allowed to develop until medical intervention when sought is
either nominally effective or completely useless.

Permanent

impairment or premature death is often unavoidable.

^Sunderland and Shelp,

19.

=Ibid.
^Ibid.
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Society's view of the less than "beautiful," the less
than "perfect or "whole," is that these persons are
expendable or a

burden to society.

The usefulness of a

productive person is often called into question or devalued
once there is the presence of a disease or handicap.

This

is most markedly experienced by those who are HIV-infected
or have AIDS.
One of the greatest fears of the HIV-infected is the
fear of future infection.

HIV disease affects the effective

operation of the human immune system.

When this system is

compromised or destroyed, the individual is left virtually
helpless to other diseases.

If sickness is to be avoided at

all costs, then one who has no defense against sickness is
destined to become that expendable burden to society.
I became poignantly aware of this fear as it relates
to the patient in an early visit to a hospital bed of an
infected individual.

The instructions on the door to the

room required that anyone going into the room to see the
patient had to wear a gown, gloves, and face mask.
Immediately, my mission was to find out why this individual
was so contagious and what health risk I was being exposed
to.

The head nurse informed me that the precautions were

not to protect me from the patient but rather to protect the
patient from me.

I assumed that I was the one in danger,

while the opposite was true.
James Vander Zanden profiles the African American
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dilemma by stating that, in general. Black babies are four
times as more likely than White children to be born poor and
twice as likely to die within their first year of life.^
Black children generally are twice as likely to have no
regular source of medical care and 25 percent more likely to
die from illness during childhood.^

These issues that

relate to the lack of access to proper health care continue
into adulthood to be real for the African American.

Social

scientists note that Blacks are more reluctant to seek early
medical care for health problems.
behavior.

Health care costs money.

This is often a survival
If a Black person or

family is struggling to provide basic needs, often the
treatment of a disease or the preventive measures necessary
to combat sickness are sacrificed for the moment.

Thus,

Blacks are less likely to survive cancer five years after
the disease has been detected.

Apparently Blacks are less

likely to get the most up-to-date treatment and follow-up
care.3

A positive diagnosis of HIV infection now compounds

an already weak health-care profile for the African
American.

Despite the seriousness of the disease, the same

health care responses are seen for the Black who is HIV
infected or living with AIDS.

^James W. Vander Zanden, American Minority Relations (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1983), 230.
=Ibid.
3lbid.
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Fear of Uncertainty
To have a life that is filled with questions and few
answers is a challenging proposition to the healthy.

When

our routine living is disrupted, despair, frustration,
grief, and hopelessness become daily companions.

The

feeling of desperation is compounded when the answer or
relief cannot be found.

In essence, there is relief.

If a disorganized life, for any reason, is a challenge
for the healthy,

it becomes a hundredfold for the sick.

The

one living with HIV disease faces an existence greatly
marked with questions about tomorrow.

Patients that I have

visited on one day appear to be strong, vibrant, and full of
life.

A day or two later, they appear to be fighting for

their lives, on the brink of death.

The uncertainty of

healthy living is clear, but uncertainty for the one with
HIV disease encompasses every aspect of his or her life.
Economic security is uncertain because often there is a
loss of employment with the onset of HIV disease.
in the epidemic,

Earlier

it was extremely difficult for anyone who

was even suspected to be HIV infected to maintain his or her
job.

Due to public hysteria related to personal safety

issues, born out of ignorance and blatant prejudice for
stigmatized groups, careers were destroyed and productive
people were reduced to dependents of the State.
Economic hardship is compounded in regard to
financing health care for the HIV-infected.

Many insurance
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carriers canceled policies upon learning of a positive HIV
diagnosis and would not accept new policies for those
infected.

Medicare or Medicaid, when available, would not

cover the expenses for necessary care.
One characteristic that is often seen in the Black
family as a behavior pattern, which is classified as
adaptive,

is the disrupted family structure.

Due to

economic realities, lifestyles that are often labeled as
dysfunctional are in essence survival strategies that
African Americans have employed historically to address
issues such as economics or unemployment.
It is well documented that many Black homes are headed
by a single Black female.^

This woman generally works

outside of the home and is caring for at least two children.
The absence of the Black male is not as it may appear on the
surface

(Black male abandonment of the home), but rather a

way for the family to survive financially.=

Clarence

Walker states:
Whatever the financial pressures on the black
counselee, there is usually some kind of adaptive
response.
That response may be a two edge sword--it
may reduce economic pressure while increasing
interfamilial conflicts. . . . Men especially may
experience considerable personal anguish about
unemployment.
Unable to provide for their families,
they may even leave their families so that their wives

^Asante and Mattson, 164.
^Clarence Walker,
Biblical
Counseling with African
Americans (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House,
1992), 52.
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will be able to obtain support from public
assistance.^
Contrary to the assertions of stereotype. Walker
further states that Black men have three economic conceims:
1.

Having a job helps Black men to feel they are

responsible men earning a decent living.
2.

Black men are

their jobs without

concerned about being accepted on

discrimination,

commended for doing good

work, and feeling as though they are making a significant
contribution.
with the
3.

They want salaries and benefits commensurate

work they are

doing.

Black men are

concerned about how money is spent

and will impose restraints on spending.
African Americans live in a economic crisis that raises
anxiety under normal situations, and the crisis is not a
result of some inherent deficiency of Black people in
general, especially the Black man.

When HIV infection

impacts the African American and his family, the results can
be devastating to an already desperate economic situation.
Uncertainty becomes a larger enemy.
Uncertainty can be experienced in interpersonal
relationships, residence, economics, health care, and
spirituality, to name a few.

The challenge then is how does

the patient cope in the midst of so many questions.

It is

critical that the caregiver understands the very real and

ilbid.
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often overwhelming sense of being out of control felt by
the HIV infected.
The beginning of a health crisis through disease or
physical disability is a serious threat to stability and
everyday functioning.

The patient anxiously awaits the

moment to pass so that, with the threat removed, he or she
can return to normal activities.

The deeper the crisis, the

stronger will be the desire to find resolution to the
disorganization that has resulted.

Regardless of the

specifics, the crisis results in emotional stress associated
with significant changes in outlook in a short time
period.

While there may be opportunities for growth, often

regressive responses are the result.

Gordon Allport noted

that, by definition, a person in crisis cannot stand
still.1

The fear of uncertainty creates a crisis that must

be resolved if the person is to take back at least some
minimal level of self-control and the ability to make basic
decisions.

This process may be a painful one.^
Fear of Stigmatization and Ostracism

Stigmatization and ostracism are two of the greatest
fears that confront the person with AIDS.

Certain illnesses

like venereal disease evoke a moralistic judgment
of blame because the ill person is seen as being responsible

^Sunderland and Shelp, 21.
^Ibid.
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for the sickness.

Elliott Friedson suggests that such

medical problems may be stigmatized to the extent that by
social taxonomy the illness becomes a crime in the eyes of
the community.^

Of no disease has this been more true than

AIDS, as indicated by community responses.

The community

hysteria manifested in ostracism and overt persecution of
AIDS patients is subsiding as fears are answered by
scientists and physicians.

But a subtler and less

publicized isolation is springing up.

For instance,

industrial companies retain AIDS employees on their payrolls
but refuse them admission to their places of employment.
This is often coupled with the social ostracism that reminds
the person with AIDS that he or she is persona non grata.^
The stigma experienced by the HIV-infected is added to
the stigma and ostracism of being Black.

The profound

reality of the stigma of being Black in America is a root
cause for the self-hate that has historically been a part of
the African American psyche.

The stigma of being Black is

externally generated primarily by White racism.
stigma is internalized,

it becomes self-hate.^

When that
To be HIV-

infected and Black can be considered the ultimate curse.
Racism is held to be the motivation for the belief that
the existence of this disease is an African phenomena.
^Ibid., 22.
=Ibid., 23.
^Vander Zanden, 327.
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the search to discover the origin of HIV, Africa has been
identified as the place of origin and blame.
whenever I make an AIDS presentation,

Without fail,

the question of the

origin of AIDS and its connection with Africa and other
third-world Black countries or Black people in general is
raised.

This area becomes extremely sensitive when making a

presentation to a Black audience.

The media has given great

focus to this position, and it has found rootage in the
minds of many.

The stigma of being the cause of the most

devastating epidemic to date is a heavy burden.
In recent years, however, there has been a change in
the way that Blacks see themselves :
Social scientists now recognize that a good many
factors blunt the impact of the negative racist
feedback minority groups receive.
First, blacks do not
necessarily judge themselves by the standards of the
white group; assessment by the black group is much more
relevant.
Second, the situation that blacks confront
(e.g., institutional racism) allows them to blame the
system rather than themselves should they be unable to
attain American success goals. And third, an increase
in black militancy has contributed to enhanced feelings
of black pride and unity. ^
Perhaps a further development is that many within the
African American community no longer blame the system, but
rather acknowledge it as being an obstacle to be overcome.
Hopefully, the skills developed to overcome the stigma of
being Black can serve in developing and maintaining a
positive self-image as a person who is HIV-infected.
"Ibid., 328,
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Fear of Sexuality
Although the HIV virus may be spread by a number of
methods,

sexual transmission remains the primary threat to

the greatest number of people.

The virus is believed to

have entered the United States through the gay communities
on the East and West Coasts. It spread quickly through the
gay community throughout the United Stated and now is well
established among prostitutes.

In New York,

for example, it

is estimated that as many as 6,000 prostitutes are infected.
Unless there are substantial changes in sexual behavior both
in the gay community and among heterosexuals,
may become as prevalent as the herpes virus.^

the AIDS virus
The current

numbers tell us that is becoming reality.
Because AIDS remains primarily a sexually transmitted
disease, and because of widespread sexual taboos relating to
gay lifestyles and to prostitution, the disease evokes deepseated fears regarding sexuality.^

No other disease,

infection, or moral issue has had such an impact on public
sexual behavior.
For the African American,

two issues in regard to

sexuality often dominate to the point of causing fear.
Walker says that the first and most common concern
is the extramarital affair of the husband.^
^Sunderland and Shelp, 26.
=Ibid., 27.
^Walker, 32.
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Current figures indicate that sexual infidelity accounts for
more than 40 percent of the breakups in Black marriages.^
Walker further contends :
Marriages of black men are often disrupted by the
"other woman" because competition among black women for
the low supply of educated black males is keen.
This
is a predicament for single black women who already
outnumber their men by 1.4 million. They recognize
that the most desirable black males are already
married. Many single women seek married men to fulfill
their longings for male companionship.
Ironically, as
long as they continue financial support, many married
black women resign themselves to their husbands'
infidelity.2
I agree with Walker with regard to the dilemma that the
Black female faces in finding compatible Black males.
Homicide, drug addiction, homosexuality, and prison have
claimed a large number of potential suitors.

Some have

taken the position that the single Black female, desperate
for companionship, has become a marital predator.

Caution

is in order to ensure that the Black female is not typed or
that Black male infidelity is not excused.
The infidelity issue is a legitimate concern not only
for the destruction it brings to the Black home, but also in
regard to increased HIV risk.

Monogamy with an uninfected

sexual partner is the safest defense against becoming
infected, second to complete abstinence.

When either

partner exposes him/herself by becoming sexually intimate
with anyone outside of the marriage, the risk of HIV
"Ibid.
^Ibid.
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infection is multiplied by the number of unknown previous or
current sexual partners of the other individual.

When the

partner guilty of infidelity returns home and continues
sexual intimacy, he/she exposes his/her mate to the risk.
The tragedy is that for Black women, who have some of
the fastest growing numbers of new infection, the second
leading risk factor is exposure by their mates who are
either infected IV drug users or have extramarital bisexual
and heterosexual affairs.

Often the Black female is unaware

of the drug use or the extramarital sexual activity.
The second area of concern focuses on the Black
homosexual.

As stated earlier, gay Black men are the

largest number of infected African Americans.

Walker

asserts that these men are probably the most isolated group
of people in America.^

"Black homosexuals are rejected by

blacks because of sexual preference and by white society on
the grounds of race and sexual preference.^
Fear of Death
Death and dying is a reality that generally causes
preoccupation to some degree in humankind.

There

is a determined effort to avoid death at all cost.

As aging

reminds us that we are all slowly dying, millions of dollars
have been made, and empires built, to either counter the
"Ibid., 34.
=Ibid.
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process of dying or to disguise it.

From cosmetics to

plastic surgery, vitamins, dietary supplements, and fitness
schemes, the search for extended mortality is big business.
Death is an unknown.

When something is unknown,

generates fear in the human heart.

it

We know how death

happens, but we have not fully accepted its inevitability,
and have not yet found a way to contain it.

Death remains

the ultimate enemy and is greatly feared.
The fear of death is an extension of the fear of
infection and impairment.

In this view, the sick person has

fallen under death's power not only because sickness
possibly brings death, but because, on the basis of
allegorical thinking, sickness belongs to death's domain.^
Sickness, as a manifestation of the threat of death, belongs
to the dark side of human existence.

Patients or families

whose lives have been devastated by AIDS, or who are afraid
that their lives may be devastated, tend to feel they are
living in the valley of the shadow of death.^
The problem faced by AIDS patients, their family
members, and those who support them is that the diagnosis
has thrust all of them into a confrontation with death from
which there is no escape.

While medical researchers and

scientists are struggling to make the public aware that
cancer is no longer an inescapable death sentence, there is
Tbid.,

27.

=Ibid., 29.
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at present and for the foreseeable future no cure for AIDS.
Most AIDS patients have already watched at least one of
their friends die this slow and torturous death.
The AIDS epidemic exacerbates an already bleak
mortality picture for African Americans.

According to

Pinkney, the Black community in the United States resembles
a developing nation rather than a highly industrialized one.
There is a clear and distinct difference between the
mortality rates of Whites and Blacks.

In 1974, Black males

had a life expectancy of 62.9 years, and White males had a
life expectancy of 68.9 years.

For Black women,

it was 71.2

years, and for White women 76.6 years.^
A contributing factor to the death rates of Blacks is
that they continue to die in disproportionately high rates
from diseases that are easily treated by modern
technology.^

In 1974, the death rate from tuberculosis for

Blacks was four times higher than that of Whites.

Blacks

died of diabetes at a rate of 22 per 100,000, compared to 17
per 100,000 for Whites.

Hypertension is a major cause of

death in the African American community, with Blacks dying
twice as quickly as Whites of this disease.

Cirrhosis of

the liver claimed the lives of 20.4 Blacks per 100,000, as
compared to 15.1 per 100,000 for Whites.

For Pinkney, the

^Alphonso Pinkney, The Mvth of Black
York :Cambridge University Press, 1984), 73.

Progress

(New

^Ibid.
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reason for the differences is racism that denies equal
access to health care.^
Figures from 1990 reveal the following death rate
totals.

The United States Public Health Service reported a

total of 265,498 deaths for all causes for African Americans
in 1990.

Of that number, 75,111 died of heart disease;

57,077 died of cancer; 5,795 died of liver disease; 8,114
died of diabetes; and 12,144 deaths were due to homicide or
legal intervention.^
Soiritualitv
The positive diagnosis for HIV infection causes a
confrontation with a person's spiritual beliefs or the lack
of.

The linking of AIDS with death, which leads to

questions about the afterlife, requires a spiritual
inventory.

When the epidemic of AIDS is associated with

behaviors that have moral implications,
must be addressed.

spirituality issues

For the Christian, spirituality focuses

on religion, church, a relationship with God, and
relationships with others.

The fear is that in each of

these areas, AIDS permanently makes an individual ineligible
for a positive spiritual life.

The focus is often centered

on the judgment associated with moral conduct.
"Ibid.
^National Center For Health Statistics, Healthy People
2000 Review: Health. United States. 1992 (Hyattsville, MD:
Public Health Service, 1993), 49-50.
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Central to the discussion of religion or spirituality
for the African American is the Black church, the most
viable institution in the Black community.

Robert Staples

says the Black church has been a buffer institution that
provided many Blacks with an outlet for their frustrations
in a society which penalized them daily for their racial
membership.1 With the diagnosis of HIV, losing membership
and connection with the church becomes an overwhelming fear.
This membership is critical in the context of the racial
struggle of the African American in the United States.
Religion or spirituality is vital to Black survival.
Cobbs and Grier are quoted:
The misery of African American life was too much to
endure, so they reached into religious experience to
extract a black mystique--a soul.
They used the weapon
of religion to survive an attack on their lives.
African Americans took a Jesus bag shaped like a noose
and reshaped it into a black cornucopia of spiritual
riches.^
The fear of being isolated from the church is best
understood in light of what the church provides.

Wimberly

characterizes the function of the Black church as the
ministry of pastoral care.

In his estimation, pastoral care

has not been a function of the Black pastor alone, but
rather a sustaining work historically carried on by the
whole body of the Black congregation historically.

He

states :
^Walker, 63.
^Ibid., 64.
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Sustaining may therefore be defined as bringing to
bear upon the person in crisis the total caring
resources of the church in such a way that the person
is enabled to transcend and endure circumstances that
are not immediately alterable.^
Interpersonal Relationships
The devastating impact of AIDS reaches far beyond the
individual patient.

Parents, children, and spouses of these

victims are touched profoundly.

Each group has its own

peculiar set of questions and concerns that must be
addressed so that complete help may be afforded.

One of the

first things families need is basic information about the
disease itself.

Regardless of how well informed people may

be the presence of a crisis often calls for the
réintroduction of information.
Families usually have many questions whose answers are
crucial to their understanding.

When the family is trying

to process all the implications of the disease, these
questions will run the gamut from death to personal hygiene.
People in the medical community are not always able to take
the time to go into the kind of detail that is needed.
The issue of confidentiality is usually as important to
family members as to the person with AIDS.^

At death this

issue is often brought into focus around the question of
^Edward P. Wimberly, Pastoral Care In The Black Church.
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1979), 19.
^William E. Amos, Jr. , When AIDS Comes
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1988), 79.

to the

Church
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where to have the funeral.

In situations where the church

and the minister have the opportunity to relate to both the
AIDS patient and the family, some unknown realities can
surface

(e.g., the AIDS patient was a homosexual).

Often

during the illness, the church is not aware of the lifestyle
of the patient.

Upon disclosure, the tendency for the

church to be judgmental is very real.^
The African American Family
The African American family has been studied and re
examined over the years.

Most of the information written

has cast the Black family in a negative light and has
branded it-as a lost cause.

Recent social scientists have

taken a different approach in trying to understand this
American phenomenon.
The first point of reference is the historical roots
of the African American family to West Africa.

West

Africans were deeply rooted in a sense of strong family
bonds.

Contrary to the individualistic philosophy of the

Eurocentric mind, Africans were concerned with the group.
Land was not owned by an individual, but rather it was owned
by the tribal or familial group.^

Walker further writes:

Various African tribes shared in the area of
kinship an intra-tribal sense of collective unity and
adopted the philosophy 'we are; therefore I am.'
Consequently, an individual was nobody because the self
ilbid.
^Walker, 14.
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was defined in relationship to others.
One was a son,
a daughter, a parent, or a grandparent, and had a large
or small place in the village.
One was known in
relationship to others and shared the reputation of
kin. A wastrel or cowardly brother was one's own
shame; a relation who brought glory to himself was
one 's own pride ; and the kinsman whose name one shared
carried force and qualities of others.
Each person was
linked through family to others in the village so that,
to the West African mind, the village became the family
writ large.^
African families were characterized by a strong
extended network of grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins,
brothers, and sisters.

When an individual married,

spouse now owned membership in this family network.

the new
This

family network is both intergenerational and
multigenerational.
An interesting note to be considered is that the Black
male held a prominent role in the family.
the veneration of spouse and children.

That role carried

Thus we see the

family orientation that was brought by the African on the
slave ships to America.^

This is far from the

stereotypical notion of and absent,

inconsequential role of

the Black male in the home.
We are now able to take a look at the African American
family in the 1990s.

It is commonly held that the African

American family has held onto many of its West African
family values.

The differences that exist between the two

speak to survival adaptation as the Black community copes
ilbid.
=Ibid., 15.
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with the effects of racism in America.

With their West

African roots and American adaptation, the following is
offered as a snap shot of the modern African American
family.
1.

Black families may be comprised of several
individual households with the family
definition and lines of authority and support
transcending or going beyond any one household
unit that comprises the family.

2.

They maintain elasticity--that is they are
structurally expanding and diminishing in
response to external conditions.

3.

They have a child-centered system (the general
organization often requires and focuses on
children).

4.

They often have a close network of relationships
between families not necessarily related by
blood.

5.

They have flexible and interchangeable role
definitions and performance.

6.

They have multiple parenting and interfamilial
consensual adoptions.^

It is with this family support system that the African
American family faces the challenges of AIDS.
Parents of AIDS Patients
Parents with grown sons or daughters who are dying with
AIDS generally fall into one of two categories.

The first

is those who are in the same location with their child.
Often that child has to come home because there is no other
place to go.

The second is those parents who are living in

"Ibid., 16.
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one place while the child who is suffering with AIDS is
living somewhere else, primarily in another city, town,
state, or across the country.^

Parents whose children have

been diagnosed with AIDS often first need to decide whether
or not that child can come home.
will not be an issue at all.

For some parents, this

Their child is ill and needs

to be cared for, and their home is open.

For others, it is

a bit more complicated, especially in those situations
where an adult child has been gone from home for some time
and has not maintained close contact.

Many times children

who are gay or heavily into the drug scene have consciously
distanced themselves from their parents to protect the
parents from having to deal with a lifestyle with which
they might not agree, or to protect the child from
having to deal with the hassle of possible rejection by the
parents.

It is not uncommon for children to leave home and

assume lifestyles that are never disclosed to their
parents.^
Children of AIDS Patients
One of the most prominent issues to be dealt with in
children is the fear of losing the other parent.

The

dynamic of fear is naturally laced with the strong thread of
anger.

Children who have an understanding of how AIDS is

^Amos, 83.
^Ibid., 84.
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contracted have a heightened sense of fear, rooted in anger.
To lose a parent or stepparent is bad enough.

To face the

possibility of becoming orphaned is almost overwhelming to a
child or young person.

To have that death come because of

AIDS makes anger very understandable and real.^

In her

article, Mitchell states that, according to one New York
City epidemiologist, an estimated 30,000 to 40,00 of that
city's Black and Hispanic children will be orphaned in five
to ten years due to A I D S .^
Another area of concern will require greater attention
in the future, namely the large number of young teenage
girls who have been victims of incest.^
throughout the heterosexual community,

As AIDS spreads
inevitably there will

be teenager girls who have been sexually assaulted by
fathers or other men in their families who have been exposed
to AIDS.

The victims of incest are going to have to deal

with the fear that they might get A I D S .

This group will

also include boys who are incest victims.*
Spouses of AIDS Patients
The spouses of those with AIDS present yet another
unique opportunity.
Tbid.,

They are the persons who must maintain

87.

^Mitchell, 32.
^Amos, 89.
*Ibid.
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family stability once AIDS is disclosed.

In the future, as

the disease spreads in the heterosexual community, more and
more spouses--most of them wives--will have to carry this
burden.1

They will be emotionally and relationally

involved as well as legally responsible for making many
decisions as the illness progresses.

As with the children

of persons with AIDS, another very special issue will be
facing spouses in their future.

After the death of the

spouse, the survivor is not only widowed but becomes
marked.2

As the survivor contemplates the possibility of

dating and even future marriage, the fact that their mate
died with AIDS will become a real issue in their
interpersonal relationships.

Given the moral reactions of a

cross section of people in society, there is a real risk
that many will be immediately turned off at the news of
their dates having become widowed through AIDS.

It will

take an unusually non-prejudiced person for deepened
relationships to develop once

this issue is in the open. To

disclose is to risk rejection

by those with whom real

relationships seem possible.

Yet not to disclose is to run

the risk of perhaps added questions centering around issues
of dishonesty and integrity.^
"Ibid.
=Ibid., 93.
^Ibid.
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CHAPTER IV
ISSUES: THE PASTORAL CAREGIVER
Ministering to people touched by AIDS differs in
several ways from ministering to people with other
illnesses.

The objectives in both instances may be similar,

but the negative moral attitudes, poor medical prognoses,
and harsh social judgments associated with AIDS set it apart
from other situations of ministry.

Personal hysteria,

misinformation, and a general characterization of this
illness being a "gay disease" are evidence enough of the
unusual dilemma we face.

As a result, before embarking on a

ministry in this area several considerations of selfexamination

should take place.

Critical to an effective

ministry to those who are HIV infected or living with AIDS
is a well-formulated theology for caring.
Toward a Theology For Caring
The Christian world often views HIV infection in light
of the means by which one is infected.

Primarily

transmitted through sexual activity, the most noted being
homosexual sex, AIDS is generally considered to be a
sinner's disease that somehow deserves distinction from sin
in general.

Some pastors and members of the church at large
73

I
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hold that AIDS is simply the just results of sinful sexual
behavior and in the final analysis is God's justice toward
the sinner.

This position stands as a major barrier to the

extending of care and compassion to those who are suffering
with this dreadful disease.

The thought is strongly held by

some that because this disease is so directly linked to
"sinful" acts that care and pastoral nurture are not
necessary, nor deserving of those affected.

If left to our

own surmising, perhaps the Christian world would justify its
actions of noncompassion.

The good news is that we are not

left to feel or determine who should and should not receive
the care of the church.

Jesus Christ has shown us a more

excellent way in his personal example of ministry.
Jesus went throughout Galilee, teaching in their
synagogues, preaching the good news of the kingdom, and
healing every disease and sickness among the people.
News about Him spread all over Syria, and people
brought to Him all who were ill with various diseases,
those suffering pain, the demon-possessed, those having
seizures, and the paralyzed, and he healed them
(Matt 4 :23-24, NIV) .
Jesus went through all the towns and villages,
teaching in their synagogues, preaching the good news
of the kingdom and healing every disease and sickness.
When he saw the crowds. He had compassion on them,
because they were harassed and helpless, like sheep
without a shepherd.
Then He said to His disciples.
The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask
the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers
into His harvest field
(Matt 9:35-38, NIV) .
The preceding texts have served to guide my pastoral
responses to those who find themselves in difficulty or in
the midst of human suffering.

These two passages describe

the manner in which Christ responded to the sick sinner.
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Christ's ministry was one of proclamation coupled with
service in response to the needs of those being served.

The

Bible declares that Jesus had some "good news" to share with
those who would hear.

The good news was then demonstrated

in the healing of their diseases.

Throughout His ministry.

He not only preached. He served and met needs as well.

The

core of Christ's ministry was a focus on alleviating human
suffering.

The need for healing was all around Him.

He had the opportunity to h e a l .
He had the power to do it.

Thus,

He had the will to do it.

Without reservation. He did

it.
The passages further declare that He healed every
disease and all sickness.
to them.

As the sick came, he ministered

We do not see a picture of a line of hurting

people waiting to be seen by the healer from Nazareth, but
being screened first by the disciples to see if their malady
was on Jesus' list of ills to treat.

In His ministry to

sickness, He attended all who were sick without
qualification or discrimination.
essence was,

Jesus' qnly inquiry in

"Where do you hurt?"

Jesus' response to sickness is a preview to how He
responds to sin in the human heart.

"So I tell you, every

sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men (Matthew 12:31, NIV) .
Heaven's concern in dealing with sin is that man is able to
bring it all to the cross of salvation and there find
forgiveness for all sin.

It is a demonstration of the power
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of grace as Paul declares:

"But where sin increased, grace

increased all the more, so that, just as sin reigned in
death, so also grace might reign through Jesus Christ our
Lord"

(Rom 5:20, 21, NIV).
It was divine wisdom to use the human response to

sickness as a means to inform man of the operation of grace.
It has long been held that sin is God's way of registering
His displeasure with man's sinful or rebellious ways.

The

natural conclusion is that if we are obedient to God then we
will be free from sickness.

Sickness then becomes the

unmistakable voice of God's disapproval.
Perhaps the admonition given to the children of Israel
while on their quest for the promised land, laid the
foundation for this understanding:
If thou wilt diligently hearken to the voice
of the Lord thy God, and wilt do that which is right in
his sight, and wilt give ear to His commandments, and
keep all his
statutes, I will put none of these
diseases upon thee, which I have brought upon the
Egyptians: For I am the Lord that healeth thee
(Exod 15:26).
The New International Version gives a similar rendering:
If you listen carefully to the voice of the
Lord your God and do what is right in His eyes, if you
pay attention to his commands and keep all his decrees,
I will not bring on you any of the diseases I brought
on the Egyptians, for I am the Lord, who heals you.
(Exod 15:26).
A clear message of warning against disregarding God's law in
order to avoid the consequences of disobedience is
unmistakably a key to the mind-set that sees the
relationship between sickness and sin as God's tool to
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hammer the erring.
Hoffman and Grenz offer this observation:
The sickness-and-sin issue constituted an
important question in biblical era.
Perhaps nowhere in
the Old Testament is it more vividly presented than
in the Book of Job.
Although Job's friends came to
console him in his misfortunes, they resolutely
maintained that Job's calamities were due to his own
sinfulness or to that of his family.^
Earlier literature reveals that this notion of
suffering being God-directed can be seen in the theological
writings of the middle age s .

Shelp and Sunderland use the

positions of Calvin as an example :
Calvin identified two purposes served by suffering
caused by such events as pestilence, disease, poverty,
or any other suffering in body or mind.
First,
suffering is punishment for high crimes and
misdemeanors against God, a punishment justly deserved.
Calvin prayed that God's chastisements--the affliction
of disease or poverty, for example-would be effective
for the reformation of the sufferer's life.
In this
sense, suffering has an expiatory force that imparts
the assurance to the believer that guilt is thereby
atoned, reflecting the Talmudic statement that the one
who has suffered in this life is thereby assured of
rewards in the life to come.^
Calvin's second position states that suffering comes to the
life as a way of teaching lessons.
teaching dimension.

In short it has an

Calvin believed that especially in

the life of the believer, pain and anguish were used by God
to instruct His people.^
^Hoffman and Grenz,

This position has its influence
160.

^Earl E. Shelp and Ronald H. Sunderland, AIDS and the
Church: The Second Decade (Louisville, K Y : Westminster/John
Knox Press, 1992), 90.
"Ibid., 91.

!
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even in modern thinking.

The tragic death of a young

athlete was attributed by his parents to God, who was using
the tragedy to teach others and perhaps save them.^

If the

foregoing notions are true, then it becomes difficult to
convey the truth about a God who is interested in the pain
and suffering of a world in direct rebellion against Him and
His universal order.

This is the beginning of the

understanding about the nature, power, and essence of grace.
What is needed is a viewpoint that sees the world in
the context of what sin has done to our world in every
aspect.

In short, an understanding that there is a cause-

and-effect relationship between behavior and consequences
and not God's deliberate retribution could pave the way for
compassionate caring for the sufferer.
The church's response to the AIDS crisis has led some
to say that it was "at best, hesitant and ambivalent and, at
worst, negligent.

Some church leaders have called

AIDS God's punishment on homosexual p e o p l e . O n e
church leader was quoted as saying:

noted

"God has created the

AIDS epidemic to indicate his displeasure over America's
acceptance of the homosexual lifestyle.
As the church as well as pastors confront this

ilbid.
^Earl E. Shelp, Ronald H. Sunderland, and Peter W. A.
Mansell, AIDS, Personal Stories in Pastoral Perspective (New
York: Pilgrim Press, 1986), 8.
3lbid., 9.
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disease, attitudes are changing for the better.

In contrast

to the condemnation of some church leaders. Bishop William
E. Swing, Episcopal bishop of California, wrote:
This AIDS crisis is of such gruesome proportions
in terms of human suffering that it would be immoral
for the church not to enter the arena of pain with
thoughtfulness as well as caring.^
Through the example of Jesus and repeated admonitions
throughout biblical writing, the church and pastors must
have a moral obligation to respond to all suffering,
wherever it may be found, regardless of how the suffering
came about.
caring.

How one becomes sick is not a criterion for

Kirkpatrick states:

If we are to be faithful to the continuing
pastorship of Jesus, we should behave as he behaved
towards sufferers of every kind, especially those
branded as lepers.
Through his example, we have no
choice but to embrace all those infected with the HIV
virus and those who suffer with them. This
is with the
work of God in Christ and of Christ in us. It is also
the work of love's compassionate endeavoring towards
all who suffer. . . .If one member of the human family
suffers, all suffer.
If one member is infected with
the HIV virus, all are infected.
To the extent that
one member of the Body of Christ is infected, then the
Body of the Church is also infected.^
Hans Kung's

quote could be used as we consider

the one

living with HIV disease:
This people, a flock without a shepherd, feeling
misunderstood by both the establishment and the rebels,
despised by the pharisaical devout individuals of the
towns and villages and by the ascetics of the desert.

^Ibid.
^Bill Kirkpatrick, AIDS: Sharing the Pain. A Guide for
Caregivers (New York: The Pilgrim Press, 1990), 36.
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useless for either temple or military service,
incapable of exact observance of the law and still
less of major ascetic achievement; this is the people
on whom Jesus has compassion--these who are called
blessed, who are not enfranchised, who can be neglected
and abused with impunity at all times by the ruling
parties and authorities, these must feel he understands
them.
They are for Him.^
Finally, Kirkpatrick notes :
The main issue of this infection for the minister
and other carers is whether or not we are prepared to
offer unconditional compassion as an expression, not
only of our own love, but also the love of God in
us.2
We are under a biblical mandate to care.

For most pastors,

retraining is necessary.
Attitude and Understanding about AIDS
Challenge presents itself whenever we approach a
situation that is new or calls for going outside of our
routine.

The one who would engage in this new field of

ministry will eventually have to confront his or her own
beliefs, religious convictions, prejudices,

fears, emotions

and level of comfort.

AIDS will bring the caregiver face to

face with one's self.

The inner heart will invariably

reveal itself in the type of care rendered.

In short, the

quality of the care given and its effect will rest on where
we are about this disease.
Smith contends that the greatest obstacle faced by
pastors is their own fear and often hysteria of becoming
"Ibid., 36-37.
=Ibid.
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personally infected if they engage in the kind of contact
pastoral care requires.^

This fear continues to live in

spite of the facts that are reiterated over and over again.
Transmission of the HIV infection does not occur through
casual contact such as hand shaking, hugging, talking or or
being in the same room with someone who is infected.
Transmission is primarily the result of sexual contact with
an infected person's blood, semen, or vaginal fluids.
Normal pastoral-care contact is safe.
My introduction to this ministry was born out of my own
personal hysteria as it relates to HIV infection.

I was

involved in a discussion with several of my ministerial
colleagues about a hypothetical situation of how to handle
the request for baptism from a person who has AIDS or is HIV
infected.

At that particular time no one in the group, all

seminary trained, was knowledgeable enough to offer any
rational options to this situation.
were embarrassing at best.

The solutions offered

The solutions were varied from

breaking confidentiality of the infected one and informing
the other candidates that one of the persons to be baptized
has AIDS, baptizing that person last to protect the others,
to standing outside of the pool and pronouncing the baptism
commitment, or wearing a full rubber suit.

The reality in

^Walter J. Smith, S.J., AIDS : Living and Dvina with Hope
(Mahwah, N J : Paulist Press, 1988), 18.
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trying to find a solution was that there was a great deal of
fear within me as to what were the issues of my personal
safety.

My response to my fear was education, and is what

separated me from my colleagues and has contributed to my
personal and professional growth.
Other issues related to the attitude of the caregiver
focus on moral judgement, AIDS as a sinner's disease, and
determining whether or not this is a medical problem alone,
i.e., that spirituality is not an issue.

How these issues

are addressed is a key to being able or available to give
care to the sufferers of this disease.
Attitude about the AIDS Patient
Along with confronting attitudes towards the disease,
perhaps a larger issue with personal implications is the
attitude of the caregiver towards the AIDS patient.

This

disease takes on a personal identity as it consumes every
facet of the sufferer's life.

The caregiver is drawn

into an intimate encounter that will test personal and often
deep-seated hidden notions held about the patient.
Unresolved conflict about the person being cared for can
cause more harm than good.

Because of the nature in which

HIV is transmitted from person to person and its tie to
lifestyle and personal behavior, labeling people and
developing negative attitudes about them is a major
obstacle.

With the discovery of the disease, the connection

between the disease and certain groups of people preoccupied
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all discussion related to A I D S .
According to Smith:
In any helping relationship, it is important for
the helper to pay attention to feelings he or she
experiences toward the person seeking assistance.
It
is difficult to be effective in a helping relationship
if one has strong negative feelings and judgments
toward the individual seeking help. To attempt to
provide care without attending to and resolving
personal issues related to the individual is
irresponsible.
Sometimes helpers create more problems
for the helpee than they solve.
In medicine, these
problems are termed iatrogenic, meaning they have their
origin in the attitudes and behaviors of physicians
toward their patients.^
Pastoral caregivers must confront and resolve their
personal issues of prejudice regarding the patient.
Perhaps, this is the root of the problem.

Far too often we

still see people who are hurting, in trouble, or a part of
the group called the unlovely, through our eyes and not
God's eyes.

The caregiver's view of the patient must align

with God's response to sinners.

Self-check will always be

necessary.
Homophobia and Race Consciousness
Homophobia and race consciousness are two issues
critical in rendering pastoral nurture and care to the
African American who is HIV infected.

As the caregiver

attempts to meet the spiritual needs of the patient, a
confrontation focused on the issues of sexual orientation
and race prejudice will challenge preconceived notions and
"Ibid., 21.
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deep-rooted feelings.
Homophobia is the fear often demonstrated as a hatred
of homosexuals and homosexuality.^

Phobias are generally

based upon some underlying fear or insecurity.

In the

phobia towards the homosexual, the fear and insecurity
center around sexuality.

Within the church it is often

difficult to discuss or come to grips with human sexuality.
Due to issues of sin and immorality the subject of sex has
been restricted to the list of "thou shalt n ots."

No sex

before marriage and sex only with the marriage partner is
the position held by most Christians.

The prohibition of

engaging in the act of sex often leads to "we don't talk
about that."
sexual act.

Erroneously,

sexuality has been reduced to the

Sexuality, which includes sexual identity,

roles, development, mores and values,

is a normal and

healthy part of the human experience.

Difficulty in

addressing sexuality in general will determine the ability
to deal with that which departs from the norm-homosexuality.

We fear what we do not know.

As with all

issues of earthly existence, we need guidance from God, who
created us and our sexual nature, as to how to please Him in
our sexual life.
^Ronald M. Springnett, Homosexualitv in History and the
Scriptures
(Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute,
1988), 162.
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The AIDS epidemic received notoriety through its first
identifiable victims, the homosexual community.

Homosexuals

were stigmatized, blamed, cursed, and held responsible for
causing this plague to be poured out on mankind.

Many,

especially in the church, were insensitive to the suffering
of these first patients and excused themselves from
compassionate service citing that AIDS was God's way of
punishing these individuals for sexual sin.
One of the end products of the callousness, blaming,
and fear is the move to affirm the gay lifestyle as an
acceptable way of life supported by Scripture.

This drive

is primarily headed by those within the gay community almost
as a matter of self-preservation.

The arguments to support

those who declare that being gay was never a choice for
them, that they were always attracted to the same sex, were
well thought out and often very compelling.

The dilemma for

me was, if sexual orientation is not an issue of personal
choice,

then how can one be held accountable as a sinner for

a gay person's sexual lifestyle?

I reached a point where I

was unable to defend my traditional perspectives of
homosexuality being sin against the positions that affirmed
the lifestyle.

The debate continues as so-called evidence

is presented from the scientific field to support the
normalacy of homosexuality--to a redefining of theological
dogma to support the lifestyle scripturally by some groups.
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My greatest tension was to reconcile giving non
judgment al compassionate care while holding to my beliefs
concerning what the Scriptures teach about the sinfulness of
homosexuality.

The fear of many that I have shared with in

this ministry is that somehow it is communicated that we
affirm the gay lifestyle by caring.

Often this becomes a

barrier to rendering the kind of care that all who are sick
deserve.

The pastoral caregiver must see caring in the

light of affirming the personhood of the sinner, not
affirming the sin.

This was Christ's way.

To compromise integrity of Scripture in order to appear
compassionate is a dangerous proposition for the church.
Springett states :
The prohomophile literature written in a Christian
context overemphasizes love and the Spirit at the
expense of the Word.
It is true that without these the
church is a dry, lifeless husk.
But it is equally true
that the church without the objective Word of God is a
ship without a rudder.
It simply rides out the swells
of world events, fads, and opinions with all the other
flotsam and jetsam until it is beached or smashed on
the rocks. Uncontrolled and drifting, it has no means
of directing its course.^
The spiritual caregiver has the challenge of remaining
faithful to biblical truth and rendering compassionate care.
It is a comfort to know that it is not necessary to
compromise scriptural integrity in order to be caring.

In

fact, without scriptural integrity there would be an absence
of Christ-like caring.
ilbid.,

161.
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Springett concludes :
The church must accept the individual of
homosexual orientation who needs help and support and
struggles against same-sex tendencies. But those who
insist on and promote the active homosexual lifestyle
as normal, natural, or even superior to heterosexual
relations by that very act disregard and undermine the
sole authority upon which the church's very existence
and mission is based, namely, the Scriptures.^
The issue of race consciousness is a challenge that has
been a part of the history of American society since the
days of its inception.

In 1619 the first African settlers

arrived on a ship that landed in the harbor of Jamestown,
Virginia.2

These first African settlers lived and gained

their freedom in the same manner as White indentured
servants.3 • However, by 1641 Massachusetts became the first
colony to give statutory recognition to slavery with the
African as the target/*

The year 1664 brought the first

antimiscegenation law preventing marriages between the
English and the African.^

Since that time, in areas of

housing, education, employment, politics, economics,

and

social interaction, racial issues matter.
"Ibid., 164.
^Lerone Bennett, Jr., Before the Mavflower: The History
of the Negro in America. 1619-1964, rev. ed. (New York:
Penguin Books, 1966), 30.
"Ibid., 36.
<Ibid., 361.
sibid.
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Issues of race and race relations have been debated for
decades.

We have developed seminars and training sessions

for cultural sensitivity aimed at causing people to relate
to each other harmoniously.

Talk shows have centered their

attention on this issue, books have been written, and we
still cannot get along with one another.
In an effort to answer the question to the problem of
racial tension, the focus has invariably been placed on the
African American community as the problem.

Somehow Blacks

need to be fixed in order for things to get better between
the races.

Cornel West writes in his book. Race Matters :

To engage in a serious discussion of race in
America, we must begin not with the problems of black
people but with the flaws of American society--flaws
rooted on historic inequalities and longstanding
cultural stereotypes.
How we set up the terms for
discussing racial issues shapes our perception and
response to these issues. As long as black people are
viewed as a "them," the burden falls on blacks to do
all the "cultural" and "moral" work necessary for
healthy race relations.
The implication is that only
certain Americans can define what it means to be
American--and the rest must simply "fit in.
The perspective of seeing a problem as the sole
responsibility of the victim is to place the total blame on
the rape victim for the rape and to ignore or minimize the
aggression of the rapist.

The end result would be to

exonerate the rapist and leave the perpetrator with a sense
that the victim deserved or asked to be assaulted.

As it

relates to the plight of the Black community, Willian
^Cornell West,
Books, 1994), 6 .

Race

Matters

(New York:

First

Vintage
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Ryan states :
Billingsley shows--as I and so many others have
tried to show--that those who emphasize Negro family
pathology have crucial defects in their position: They
leave out of the equation for current action two
important elements--racism and conflict.
They do not
incorporate an attack on racism as a necessary element
in the achievement of Negro equality, and they do not
seem to perceive that an equalization of status will
necessarily be accompanied by conflict.^
The pastoral caregiver engaged in the work of helping
the African American AIDS patient must confront personal
issues of racism and prejudice.

Each of us is a product of

our time, environment, family values and traditions,
personal experiences.

and

Where we are in racial matters will

influence the care that is rendered to Blacks or if we will
attempt to reach them at all.

Simply to rely on a

profession of being Christian and being involved in
spiritual work will not address issues of personal racism.
As sinners, all are racists and fall short of the glory of
God.
As the caregiver confronts his or her own issues of
racism, perhaps an equally challenging reality to come to
terms with is the issue of Black rage.

This rage is

something that individuals of other race groups, who have
no personal experience with systemic injustice impacting
every area of life, have a difficult time understanding.

A

common response to manifestations of Black rage is that
^William Ryan,
Books, 1971), 82.

Blaming the Victim

(New York:

Pantheon
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Blacks ought to simply "get over it" and move on.

To move

on becomes difficult when the very ones who make that
declaration are the culprits of the injustice.

In order to

reach the African American, Black rage and the primary
reason contributing to that rage--White racism--must be
acknowledged and addressed.

West writes:

The proper starting point for crucial debate about
the prospects for black America is an examination of
the nihilism that increasingly pervades black
communities. Nihilism is to be understood here not as
a philosophic doctrine that there are no rational
grounds for legitimate standards or authority; it is,
far more, the lived experience of coping with a life of
horrifying meaninglessness, hopelessness.
The
frightening result is a numbing detachment from others
and a self-destructive disposition toward the world.
Life without meaning, hope, and love breeds a
coldhearted, mean-spirited outlook that destroys the
individual and others.^
Personal Mortality
The HIV-infected person knows death is a possibility
much sooner than would be generally anticipated.
patient faces death day by day.

The AIDS

These individuals know that

at any moment they could loose the battle.

For the

caregiver, this confrontation with death presents a
challenge.

Aiding the patient through his or her journey

magnifies the realization that our personal death is ever so
real.
As AIDS patients are forced to confront their personal
mortality, the ones providing ministry must also resolve
iWest,

22-23.
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mortality issues for themselves in order to be able to
render affective and effective care.

Naturally, when one

invests the kind of time and personal energy to provide care
for these patients, the caregiver will have grief issues
that must be addressed when the individual eventually dies.
The drain on personal resources may even cause the caregiver
to experience burnout.

However, the realization of personal

mortality is one of the greatest issues.

Walter J. Smith

states :
Chronic illness necessarily raises the issues of
personal mortality.
It is extremely difficult to
imagine ourselves as dead.
Dr. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross
in her workshops on death and dying issues with
hospital personnel has frequently commented that many
of us perpetuate the illusion, "And thou and thou, but
never'me."
It is an understandable defense.
Dying
persons, however, have a way of eroding the thin
protective barrier, and make us come to terms with our
personal mortality.^
Commitment
Rendering care and spiritual guidance to the AIDS
patient is one of the most demanding ministries.

The impact

of the disease touches the whole being of the patient.

The

destructive effect of this disease reaches to family
members,

friends, co-workers, spouses, lovers and anyone who

has personal involvement with the patient either before or
after infection.

The caregiver must be prepared to be

inconvenienced and to have the limits of personal time
taxed.

The care giver will experience a level of dependency

^Walter Smith, 25
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from the patient much higher than with most other illnesses.
According to Shelp and Sunderland:
Failing to respond to legitimate calls for help may
intensify a person's sense of being out of control,
isolated, and abandoned.
Loyalty to persons and
keeping promises are important components for
building secure relationships with people touched by
AIDS. Alternately, the trust and confidence that
persons with HIV/AIDS and their loved ones have in
those who minister to them provide important bases for
deepened relationships and expanded opportunities for
ministry.
Being clear in advance about the general
type and number of ministries that may be requested
allows people to determine whether their commitment to
AIDS ministries is equal to the task.^
Burnout
Burnout is an ever-present threat to the continuance
and survival of AIDS ministries.

As it has already been

stated, the pressures are multi-faceted as one attempts to
care for this group of patients.

Time, energy, and personal

resources are caxed for the sake of the one being helped.
Often, the caregiver, in intense zeal to take care of
others, breaks the first rule of caring--taking care of
oneself.

Kirkpatrick reminds us that all forms of ministry,

of pastoral care, begin with oneself.^
Mechanisms of support for the caregiver must be in
place and utilized if the caregiver is to survive giving the
care.

Support groups for caregivers have been an effective

^Sunderland and Shelp, AIDS and the Church.
Decade. 131.
^Kirkpatrick,

The Second

39.
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away from the ministry to heal personally.

A lack of

support made the healing process for me much slower and more
difficult than usual.
Summary of Pastoral Care
Initiating an AIDS ministry will require courage.

The

threat does not come from people with AIDS or with a related
diagnosis.

Rather, people involved in this kind of ministry

may require courage to deal with those who oppose the
ministry.

Criticism and withdrawal may be faced.

Subtle

and overt messages of disapproval may be encountered.

The

isolation and ostracism common to AIDS patients may be
experienced by those who participate in hands-on ministries
to these men, women, and children.^
An assessment of how comfortable one is with this
particular illness is very necessary.

This will take into

a c c o u n t the related realities associated with AIDS such as
wasting bodies, anguish, death, and grief.

People with AIDS

tend to have repeated acute illnesses that result in an
ever-increasing level of dependency for medical, social,
psychological, and spiritual support.
very demanding.

Their care can be

Care providers can grow weary and

frustrated as one acute illness ends and another soon
appears.

The physical and emotional toll is even greater

for the ill person.

The patient's loss of control over

^Earl E. Shelp and Ronald H. Sunderland, AIDS and the
Church (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1987), 94.
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daily activity, environment, and body may be sudden or
gradual.

Whatever the speed, patients generally feel

trapped in a process of irreversible debilitation and
degeneration.^
One's willingness to be exposed to settings and
lifestyles that are unfamiliar is very important.
features of male homosexual culture,

Some

for example, may be

provocative to our curiosity or they could be a barrier to
those previously unaware of them.

The IV drug users may

create a similar range of reactions.

It is important to

remember, however, that meeting people in their own
environment certifies declarations of concern and affirms
their value under God.

Considering ministry to persons with

AIDS often conjures imagined horrors that may be worse than
reality.

However, in some cases the reality is much worse.

If a caregiver feels that withdrawal is the course for him
or her, there is no disgrace, especially if to pursue the
course would be counterproductive for all concerned.^
Another area is one's capacity to separate compassion
from condoning the conduct by which a person was infected
with the AIDS virus.

Some people will resist participation

in supportive ministries because they do not wish their
compassion to be interpreted as approving homosexuality,
heterosexual marital infidelity, or IV drug use.
Tbid.,

These

95.

=Ibid., 96.
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activities are widely condemned in church declarations and
by individual Christians.

Giving pastoral support to people

who engage in these activities but who are now ill ought not
be seen as an endorsement of their conduct.^
Before being involved in an AIDS ministry an assessment
needs to be made of the degree of one's commitment to the
task.

The needs of each case may fluctuate greatly over

short intervals of time.

Ministering successfully in this

situation requires individual and organizational
flexibility, capacity to tolerate changes, and the ability
to persevere for an indefinite time.

People who commit

themselves to an AIDS ministry should be willing to be
inconvenienced and to sacrifice personal interest for the
needs of those served.^
Coupled with this is the availability of one's time.
People with AIDS may feel that the church and Christians
/

generally are unconcerned about them as persons or about
their welfare.

They often feel rejected and despised

Because of their sexuality, lifestyle, and disease.^
People considering AIDS ministries should realize in advance
that establishing quality relationships and providing
"Ibid., 97,

zibid.
"Ibid.

1
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quality ministries often require many hours of preparation
and activity.1
An ability to maintain objectivity is generally
important for ministry to persons in crisis situations.
People should anticipate that the activities undertaken will
involve them in intimate, highly personal, and private
situations.

There must be sufficient commitment to enable

caregivers to meet the challenges and a balancing
objectivity that will ensure their effectiveness.

There is

a liberation for service when this balance between
commitment and objectivity is maintained.

The caregiver is

now able to be involved without being overwhelmed,

to feel

without needing to insulate.^
Finally for the helper, building positive perspectives
to the preceding areas of concern is needed.^

People who

have the appropriate dispositions, traits, and opportunities
to participate in AIDS ministries must be educated and
trained for this specialized ministry.

AIDS and its effects

on people, both as a consequence of the disease itself and
society's reaction to it, have created an unprecedented
situation.
Tbid.,

Much is known and much more is being learned.
100

=Ibid.
^Ibid., 101.
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Becoming informed about the destructive forces set in motion
by HIV and how to respond in a healing, consoling,
constructive manner are necessary conditions for embarking
upon ministries to people touched by A I D S .^
"Ibid.

/
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CHAPTER V
A MODEL FOR TRAINING PASTORAL CAREGIVERS
FOR THE AFRICAN AMERICAN AIDS PATIENT
In every state and in most cities, training is
available to pastoral caregivers to gain the skills needed
to render the care necessary for those affected by A I D S .
The quality of these training programs has developed in a
positive direction for approximately ten years.

The two

Pastoral Care designs discussed earlier in this project are
examples of the commitment to provide quality training.

A

decade of analyzing and adjusting the training models has
made an impact on the preparation available to caregivers.
The present training for pastoral care addresses the
issues of the HIV/AIDS patient from a general perspective.
It has become increasingly clear to me that additional
training is needed to address the impact of this disease on
specific culture groups, in particular, the African
American.

This project proposes the following model for

specialized training in pastoral care for the African
American AIDS patient.
A four hour training track, based on the information
previously discussed in this project

(which serves as the

99
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manual), would be conducted as part of a comprehensive
training for AIDS pastoral caregivers according to the
following outline :
CARING FOR THE AFRICAN AMERICAN AIDS PATIENT
I . Overview of the Epidemic

1 Hour

This section of the training seminar will focus on
the facts, statistics and implications of the current

HIV

infection numbers as they relate to the impact of the
epidemic on the African American AIDS patient.

It is not

intended that this session would simply rehash information
given during the general instruction on HIV/AIDS.

The focus

will be to' help the trainee to understand the epidemic in
the context of African American life.
information shared will
specific cultural group.

The data and

crystalize the dilemma for this
The African American crises is not

a separate problem, but rather, a unique manifestation of
the general crisis.

II.

The topics to be discussed are:

A.

A brief history of AIDS

B.

The African American dilemma and risk profile

C.

The African American Community response

D.

The African American Church response.

Issues--The African American
with AIDS

1 1/2 Hours

This section will focus on the general issues
confronted by the AIDS sufferer with specific emphasis on
the particular impact on African American life.

As a way of
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equipping the caregiver to render effective, relevant care
to the Black AIDS patient, cultural survival strategies,
often mistakenly viewed as chosen lifestyles, are
highlighted.

The areas of discussion are:

A.

The Six Fears
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

Infection and impairment
Uncertainty
Stigmatization and ostracism
Sexuality
Death
Spirituality

Interpersonal Relationships
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

III.

45 minutes

45 minutes

Parents
Children
Spouses/Lovers
Friends
Church

Issues--Pastoral Caregiver

1 Hour

As the pastoral caregiver approaches this special
ministry, several issues will impact the one giving the
care.

Effective ministry, which facilitates the building of

a trusting,

supportive, and sharing relationship, can be

impeded by unresolved personal issues.

The greatest

preparation the trainee will need is the honest
confrontation with self.

These issues are general in

nature, yet, for the purposes of this special training,
focus will again center on the African American AIDS
patient.

Along with homophobia, the caregiver must confront

personal issues, past experiences, and preconceived notions
held about people of African decent.

Race consciousness and
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relations is a constant in American life.

A claim to

Christianity is not always enough to resolve deeply rooted
positions.

IV.

The topics are:
A.

A theology for caring

B.

Attitude toward and understanding about AIDS

C.

Attitude regarding AIDS patients

D.

Homophobia and race consciousness

E.

Personal mortality

F.

Commitment

G.

Burnout.

Conclusion
To foster a sense that the trainee is involved in

and investing time and energy to be properly trained in a
significant ministry,

the training is concluded with a time

of reflection, sharing, and commitment to service.

This

technique has been used in several of the training programs
in which I have been involved.
A selected reading or passage of Scripture will be
read, and the seminar leader will lead in a time of
reflection and sharing with the fellow trainees-their
impressions, concerns, fears, and hopes as they relate
to the selected reading and/or a personal related
experience.

This exercise will help the trainees to get a

sense of what the patient will experience in sharing
feelings, fears, or their inner thoughts with another
person.

Creating an environment of trust, where it is safe

I
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to be who you are, is of critical importance when a
caregiver seeks to render care.

Simply because we are

"there" it is easy to think that trust is automatic.

It is

not.
Finally, using a candle symbolizing the light of
hope, a service of commitment is used to affirm those who
are dedicated to this ministry.

Properly carried out, this

commitment service can encourage a decision to serve in
those who are uncertain if this ministry is for them.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Faced with actually having to give pastoral care to
patients with AIDS, it is very clear that it is impossible
to produce an exhausted list of issues surrounding this very
special ministry.

Involvement in this kind of care is very

intense and tends to spiral.

Every case is different

because every individual comes with a different set of
circumstances.
Current data that reflect the numbers of those who are
infected with the AIDS virus in the African American
community continue to give cause for alarm.

The crisis

within the Black community calls for education,
intervention, and helping strategies relevant to the
particular needs of African Americans as they confront this
disease.
Pastoral care plays a vital role in the process of
caring for the whole person as he or she struggles with
AIDS.

Medical care, financial support, housing, and

emotional support systems are all keys to the quality of
living for the AIDS patient.

Spiritual nurture is also an

important need for those confronting a disease that promises
death at any moment.

Training to provide spiritual
104
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caregivers with skills necessary to provide pastoral care
has been in existence for more than a decade with excellent
results.

Those involved in the training process have

reevaluated and redesigned their programs to meet the
changing needs of pastoral care.
Existing training for pastoral care effectively
provides skills for rendering general care to the AIDS
patient.

Special training is needed in order to address the

African American AIDS sufferer.

My American Red Cross

training that resulted in a certification as an African
American AIDS specialist was not adequate in identifying and
addressing the specific needs of the Black community in the
AIDS crisis.
Being Black does not exempt the one infected from the
general issues that must be confronted in this disease.
However,

these issues have a different impact on Black life.

African American life in America is already taxed with the
negative residuals of societal racism.

HIV infection or

living with AIDS challenges existing strategies for
survival.

New levels of despair, hopelessness, and

frustration are seen as the root of denial of the disease
evidenced in the Black community.

AIDS impacts all of Black

life.
The pastoral caregivef must haave a thelogical
understanding and basis for being involved in this ministry.
It will be the key to surviving the professional ostracism
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that many experience in the midst of rendering care.
Personal issues must be resolved that include confronting
homophobia and race consciousness.

Failure to do so will

result in the existence of barriers to pastoral care.
This project has resulted in the development of a
manual for pastoral care to the African American AIDS
patient.

It is intended that use of the manual alone will

increase awareness and competency of the caregiver in
responding to the Black AIDS patient.

An overview of the

problem, an analysis of existing pastoral care designs and
an investigation of the relevant issues involved in HIV
infection and Black life are the topics of discussion in
this manual.
A proposed model for training, based on the information
presented in the manual, is suggested for equipping
caregivers in this ministry.

It is intended that this

training would be a part of a larger comprehensive training
program of any one of the pastoral-care training
organizations.

Specialized training for care to African

American AIDS patients is a needed yet missing element in
current training programs.

This project along with my

experience in rendering care to Black AIDS patients will
allow me to offer myself as a consultant and seminar
facilitator for the existing AIDS pastoral-care training
organizations.
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Recommendations
1.

The second decade of the AIDS epidemic should be

marked by an increased concentration on identifying and
targeting the issues relevant to specific cultural groups
that impact on the coping skills of the infected.

The

behavior patterns, which are often strategies for survival
in a particular social context, must be considered when
attempting to render care to culturally specific groups.
2.

As the numbers of infected African Americans

continue to increase, African American leaders in the
community, health care, and the church must come to the
forefront' to lead the work of educating and providing care
in regard to HIV\AIDS.

The presence of members of the same

group presenting the prevention message and administering
care allows for greater acceptance of help and education.
African Americans working for African Americans will help to
eliminate the barrier of skepticism often demonstrated by
the African American community when others take an
unsolicited interest in their well-being.
3. This training manual can serve as written resource
material to aid and assist those who are already involved in
this ministry.

The scarcity of material in this particular

area can become a frustration for those seeking to respond
to the urgent needs of the Black AIDS patient.
4.

Organizations that are currently involved in the
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training of pastoral caregivers could offer specialized
training for providing care for specific cultural groups.
This specialized training can be a part of the general
training program.
5.

This manual and model for training should be tested

and evaluated, with adjustments made to improve on what has
been presented in this project.

Effective training in the

area of cultural specific groups can only reach the quality
level of the general training in AIDS with time, testing,
evaluation, and redesign.

This project is an attempt to

contribute to the resource pool for rendering pastoral
nurture and care to a cultural specific group--the African
American.
Reflections
I consider the issues discussed in this project to be
basic to approaching this ministry.

I was better equipped

and able to serve after having a grasp of the basics.
Learning the basics came through the training I received
from the Michigan Department of Health, where I received
certification as an HIV Counselor,
Network,

the AIDS Interfaith

the AIDS Pastoral Care Network, and the American

Red Cross.

The fact of simply being informed about the

disease and its stages did a tremendous amount of personal
good in resolving my personal hysteria.

As with all issues

of life, nothing comes in a tight, orderly package.

Several
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issues can come to bear at once and the need for the
appropriate response is urgent.

A second chance is often

not available.
Mark was a twenty-year-old Black man who was now in the
final stages of his struggle with AIDS.

His denial and

anger was so strong that he deliberately tried to infect his
mother

by inflicting a wound by grabbing her lip and

tearing the flesh,
own feces and blood.

while his hands were covered with his
To protect the other family members

from the possibility of infection, she cared for him
exclusively.
breath.

I was at Mark's bedside when he drew his last

The funeral and subsequent intervention with his

surviving family members, including a mother who must
consider being tested for exposure to the virus, left me
emotionally, physically, and spiritually exhausted.

The

drain upon my personal resources was great and caused me to
reconsider the path I had chosen.

What I am convinced of is

the need for this ministry and that there is an undeniable
sense of gratification for those truly committed to this
service.
I have experienced professionally some of the ostracism
from those who are skeptical and filled with hysteria as I
was.

What has helped to stabilize me in the midst of being

misunderstood is my clarity of purpose, which all who
enter in this service must hav e .

I see an imperative for
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the church to deliberately reach out to this sector of our
society, for until death has made its claim there is still
a soul to be delivered and a relationship with the Savior
that is possible.

To deny this in any area of human

suffering is to call into question the purpose and the
nature of the church body--thereby casting a shadow upon the
Head of that body, which is Christ.
The subsequent challenge before us is to develop
adequate and relevant training for our professional clergy
to recognize the impact of this disease upon the person and
his or her family and significant other, which includes the
individual's relationship to the church.

AIDS awareness

education is necessary for pastors, that they might be
informed and able to lead their congregations in a
compassionate response to these patients.

A direct ministry

to the AIDS sufferer is not for all pastors.

An awareness

of the issues and the needs surounding this disease will
allow the pastor to make referrals when necessary.
The next challenge would be to enable local churches to
become informed and organized with qualified and gifted
individuals to develop ministries of outreach, support,
quality of life, and loss counseling with the AIDS patient
in mind.

This will allow for an atmosphere of acceptance

and support in the church for the AIDS victim.

This must be

done until God "makes all things new."
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iniease chock au mat are applicable about your backgrounü with AIDS:
D Have a basic knowledge of AIDS information ("AIDS 101")
D Have little or no knowledge of AIDS (need "AIDS 101")
D Know a person(s) with AIDS
D Don't know any person(s) with AIDS
D Have worked with a person with AIDS
O Have worked with the family/£riend(s) of a person with AIDS
D O th e r _______________________
_________
SIGNATURE
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AIDS
INTERFAITH
NETWORK
of Michigan

A n I n t e r f a it h G r o u p ...
• MAKING SPIRrrUALITY A RESOURCE IN TIME OF CRISIS
• PROVIDING A BRIDGE OF UNDERSTANDING
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AIN Is...

.. .a network of professional men and women of different faith traditions, including clergy,
trained to offer spiritual care to people touced in any way by Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HTV/AIDS).
AIH TRAINING la...

...a program of six (6) required sessions, one full^day session and five evening sessions, covering the medical,
psychosodal and spiritual aspects of HIV/AIDS in detail. Individuals within the various stages of the HTV/
AIDS syndrome, family mernbers and caregivers w ill share their stories and discuss their spiritual/pastoral
needs. Many aspects of pastoral issues regarding HIV/AIDS w ill then be considered.
AIN TRAINING Is...

...only for clergy and laity from different faith traditions w illin g and able to be available to offer
non-judgemental, compassionate spiritual care to individuals within the HIV/AIDS syndrome, their
families and Mends.
AIN TRAINING Is NOT...

...a general AIDS education program for everyone. AIDS education programs are now offered to the general
public by many types of civic and religious groups. Unless vou are w illing to serve as an AIN pastoral
volunteer, we ask you not to register for this training. Attendance at the AIN Training alone does not
constitute being an AIN member/pastoral volunteer.

AIN Training Schedule
Session 1

Th e T r t t in in f S essions w i l l be h e ld n t:

Date: A pril 8,1991 (Fu11-Day Session)
Time; 8JO a jn. - 4:30 pjru

Unitarian Universalis! Church
4605 Cass
Detroit, MI 48201, (313) 833-9107

Sessions 2.3. 4. 5 artd 6

Eesi

Dates: April 15,22,29, & May 6,13,1991
Time: 6J0 - 9JO p jn .

Other information:

$35.00 - This includes training materials, lunch for
Session 1 and light refreshments for sessions 2-6.
Limited scholarships are available upon request.

• A selection of books will be aoailable for sale at Session I .
• Pre-registration for the A IN Training is required.
• There wül be rw registration at the door on the day of Session I.

AIN Training Registration Form
Return this registration form and a check or money order for 535.00 made payable to AIDS Interfaith Network,
postmarked no later than Wed, A p ril 3,1991 to: AIDS Interfaith Network, P.O. Box 24561, Detroit, M l 48224-0561.
□ I am attending the AIN Training.
Q I cannot attend this AIN Training, but I am interested in future AIN Trainings. Please keep me on the mailing list.
□ I caiuiot attend the AIN Training, but would like to pay for a scholarship for someone.
NAME
ADDRESS

cmr

STATE
EVENING

PHONE: DAY
PROFESSION
CHURCH

ZIP

DENOMINATION,
All registration information is held in strict confidetKe. Please complete other side.

AIDS Inlertailh Network

P.O. Box 24561

.

Detroit. Michigan 48224-0561

•

(313)863-5700
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BACKGROUND
F ew p eo pl e o r o r g a n i z a t i o n s in Michigan, particularly from
the r e l i g i o u s sector,
have responded to the n ee ds of HIV
infected
in di v id ua l s d e s p i t e a d r a m a t i c
increase
in the
n u m b e r of A I D S cases in the state.
R e l i g i o u s bodies, at
n e i t h er
the
co ngregational
nor
j u d i c a to r y
level
were
addressing
the spiritual
needs of p e o pl e with HIV, their
families, friends and loved ones. The AI D S I nterfaith Network
was
f ou nd e d
in
D e c e m b e r , 1986
to
meet
the
need
for
c o m p a s s i o n a t e and non-j ud ge me nt al s pi ritual care.

MISSION STATEMENT
AID S I n t e r f a i t h Network is an or ga n iz a ti on of volunteers from
many
different
reli gi ou s traditions,
w h o s e m ission is to
o f f er co mpa ss i on at e ,
n on - jud gem en ta l
sp iritual support and
care to a n y o n e touched by H IV disease.
May,

1991
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHY
M a rily n B ergt.

C .D .P .

Sister Marilyn has a MS in Biology from St. M a r y ’s College in
Winona.
Minnesota.
She .taught High School and College
t'ioiogy for a total of 13 years ; was a college administrator
for four years and was Director of Catholic Campus Ministry
at Wayne State Unw-=rsity for 6 years.
From 1983 through
1939 she served
on
the Board of Directors of Wellness
Netw..rks.
In-.. d-=ve! oping their volunt-=-=r training,
their
AIDS liotiine and serving as president of the Board for two
years.
Marilyn has worked closely with people with AIDS,
•-ounseied tliem and their families and spoken extensively on
spiritual, ethical and psychosocial issues regarding AIDS.
In
December,
1986
Sister
Marilyn
co-founded
the
AIDS
In ter faith Network (AIN;- witli Rabbi Marc Blumenthal and since
June, 1939 has served as its full-time Executive Director.
AIN is an organization available for the spiritual support
and care of people with HIV disease, their families, friends
and loved ones.
A member of
the Sisters of Divine Providence since 1960
Sister
Marilyn
is active in on-going formation programs
within her own community and is coordinator of the Sisters of
Divine Providence CoMembership program in Detroit.

c d p :m b b i o .doc
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AIDS INTERFAITH NETWORK TRAINING
Sept. 28. 1993 - Nov. 16. 1993

SESSION t AIDS Interfaith Network Orientation
Tuesday, September 28,. 1993, 6:30 - 8:30 PM
AIDS Interfaith Offices
16260 Dexter, (Comer of Dexter and Florence)
Detroit, MI 863-5700
SESSION II: Various Aspects of AIDS
Tuesday, Oct.5, 1993; 6:30 - 9:30 PM
Westminster Presbyterian Church
17567 Hubbell, Detroit, MI
(Comer of Outer Drive & Hubbell across &om Sinai Hosp)
M ed ical an d P r e v en ta tiv e A sp ects o f AIDS

•• Jan White, R.N., Visiting Nurse, HFH; Red Cross Trainer
AIN Volunteer
P sy c h o so cia l Issu e s o f AIDS

** Winnie Kerwin, Residential Nurse, WeUness House
AIN Volunteer
L ivin g w ith HIV O ur J o u rn ey

*♦ TEA
SESSIO N III: H om osexuality as a n Issu e in M in isterin g to th e P erso n
HIV
T uesday, O c t 12, 1993; 6:30 - 9:30 PM
- The personal spiritual journey of the gay/lesbian person
- AIDS as a life issue to the gay/lesbian person
- Gay Spirituality
** Joseph Lempicki, MA., Counselor
** Rev. Rene McCoy, Detroit H ealth Department AIDS Project;
H.O.P.E.S. Inc.; Pastor, Full Truth Fellowship Church
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SESSION IV: S u b sta n c e A buse as an Issu e in M in isterin g to the P erson
w ith H lV
T u esd a y , Oct. 19, 1993

- General substance abuse information
- Pastoral needs of the IV drug user
- The 12 Steps as it applies to spirituality
•• Joseph Monachino, 0 J.M . Counselor
AIN Volunteer
SESSIO N V: B erea v em en t Issues: C op in g w ith G rief a n d Loss
T u esd ay, Oct. 26, 1993

Bev Harris, Ph-D., Grief Counselor
AIN Volunteer
SESSIO N VL M in isterin g to the F am ily L iv in g w ith HIV
T u esd ay, N ov. 2, 1993

•• Tory Horton, M.S.W., Social Worker
** Mildred Harvin, R.N., Children’s Hospital
AEN Volunteer
SESSIO N VH: P a sto r a l Issu es in M in iste rin g to th e P e r so n w ith HIV
T u esd ay, N ov. 9, 1993

-

Giving care out of religious conviction; the art of listening
Defining terms: spirituality and "Pastoral"
Getting started with the client
Spiritual issues of the client and the volunteer

*« S ister Sheila Flynn, AIN Volunteer Coordinator
SESSIO N VIII: T h e AIN V olu n teer - C o m m issio n in g C erem ony
T u esd ay, N ov. 16, 1993

- AIN Volunteers share their experiences
- What AIN expects of its volunteers
- Commissioning Ceremony
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M4//VLINE

AIDS INTERFAITH NETWORK
A Pastoral Response
to God's People

Vol. 4 No. 2 AUGUST, 1993

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
We are frequently asked. Just what
does A IN do? It would be easy for
me to give the finely tuned,
frequently repeated answer that the
boss is supposed to give.
However, you would get a clearer
picture by asking some o f our
pastoral, respite and auxiliary
volunteers. In fact, it would
probably be wise not to ask them
this question unless you are
prepared to listen for a minimum o f
fifteen minutes!
We did ask a few o f our volunteers:
What do you do as an -AIN
volunteer? Why? What does it
mean to you? Wouldyou write this
in a paragraph or two? I almost
got shot on the last question! ! ! As
I reread what our volunteers said
about their A IN ministry, I was
very inspired and grateful for the
gift they are to us and to those o f
you with whom they Journey. It
also once again refocused for me

how dependent we, and you, are on
their committed service.
Even though several case
managers, hospitals and individuals
refer individuals with HTV or AIDS
to us; even though we regularly
collaborate with at least nine other
AIDS agencies in the city; even
though we speak to a couple
thousand people in churches each
year, we could notfunction without
our volunteers. We would be a
staff o f three trying to coordinate a
system of service that might look
good on paper, but would be an
empty shell without committed
volunteers offering the loving
service o f their skills to help people
with AIDS and their loved ones in
some way.
Without our volunteers, there
would be fewer congregations
responding pastorally to the AIDS
pandemic because many fewer
Pastoral Volunteers would be out
there encouraging a compassionate

response to individuals with
H IV /A ID S and families affected by
AIDS; there would be far fewer
speaking engagements to groups
interested in the pastoral and
spiritual issues of AIDS; there
would be no M4/A/LINE as you see
it now, there would be almost no
fundraising events to keep us afloat
financially; there would be no ...
you get the picture!
I f A IN does a good job, it's because
our volunteers do a good job as
ministers o f love, compassion,
healing and supporting the mission
o f AIN. People helping people is
what we are about. I invite you to
experience AIN ministry through
the eyes o f those working in the
trenches. I invite you to volunteer
in whatever way you can. Come
and see What good things the Lord
has done!
KLarilyn Bergt, C.D.P.
Executive Director

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
The ministry of coordinating and
training volunteers at A IN is a
multifaceted job. Who are our
volunteers? Where do they come
from? What will they be doing?
How much time does it take?
AIN volunteers are women and
men from differing Christian and
non-Christian traditions who

represent many walks o f life such
as clergy, nurses, nuns, pastoral
ministers, moms and dads, and
chaplains to name a few. They are
wonderful persons motivated by
their faith to share in the spiritual
journey o f a person living with
HTV/AIDS.

Every volunteer must participate in
a tfiirty hour training program in
which basic information is
presented by professionals who
bring an awareness of the issues to
the prospective volunteer. At the
end o f the training, volunteers may
make a statement of commitment
continued... page 3
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FROM THE EDITOR...
You may be wondering why this issue of
M .I/.M IN E is different from past issues.
AIN volunteers are frequently asked,
llTiaf do you do as an A IS volunteer? or
UTiat can I do to help persons living with
H ll '/AIDS? We decided to highlight

some o f the services our volunteers
directly or indirectly provide our clients,
and. in keeping with our aim o f
personalizing the H IV/AIDS issue, we've
asked some o f our volunteers to share
their c-\pcricnces with us. Hence, the
slightly diflcrentibrm at o f this issue. We
hope you find it interesting and that it
inspires you to do what you can to help
those who are living w ith HIV/AIDS.
AIN looks forward to the day when our
services w ill no longer be needed, but
until there's a cure for AIDS, we hope to
be there to minister to those affected in
any way by the virus. To do so. we need
the assistance o f concerned and
compassionate people, people like you!
As Sister M arilyn w rote,... we could not
function without volunteers.

We need persons o f faith whoiare w illing
to be trained as pastoral volunteers or as
respite care volunteers for one-to-one
service. Not everyone is able to or
comfortable w ith working as a pastoral or
respite care volunteer. We encourage
such persons to consider becoming
auxiliary volunteers.

In the next few pages, we hope to give
you a little insight into the various
opportunities that are open to those who
want to share their time and their gifts as
AIN volunteers.
In addition, we encourage people to come
up with creative ideas. As an example, a
good friend o f mine, Eleanor Widlak,
told me that her prayer group was
looking for a Christian service projea
they could get involved with. Eleanor
knew o f my involvement with the AIDS
community and invited me to come speak
to the group about what they could do to
help. I spoke to them o f the various
foodstuffs and personal items that some
with HIV/AIDS need. The group decided
to approach their pastor at Sl Rene
Goupil Catholic Church w ith the idea of
asking parishioners to bring one specified
item on the first Sunday o f each month.
They, also, thought it would be good to
educate people about HTV/AIDS with
various articles they would write each
week and p rint in the parish bulletin.
The pastor gave his approval and the
group launched A ID S Awareness Days.
The first month, they asked parishioners
to bring a can o f tuna; the second month,
a toothbrush, toothpaste, or deodorant;
the third month, diapers for babies with
AIDS; and this month, hearty canned
soups or stews. The response o f the
parishioners has been very good and I
know the agencies that have received the
donated items are very appreciative (I
know because I'm the delivery boy).

I f you or your congregation would be
interested in establishing a similar
program in your congregation or i f you
would like more information, please call
the AIN office or give me a call at
237-S865 during normal business hours.
Some people dont have the time or they
dont feel qualified to volunteer, but they
s till want to contribute to the AIDS effort
in some way. We suggest they consider
becomingyinanc/a/ angels. It takes
money to run AIN : for the training
programs that prepare our volunteers; for
educational talks to organizations and
groups; for office rental, salaries,
supplies, etc.: and to print and mail
M /l/ATIN E. As I’ve said over and over
again, AIN fills a need that other AIDS
organizations are not equipped to meet.
To insure that AIN w ill continue to be
able to meet this need, donations are very
much needed, appreciated, and tax
deductible!
I f you can't be a volunteer and you can't
afford to be a financial angel, you can
g ill participate in the work of AIN by
contributing your prayers. As people of
faith, we believe in the power o f prayer.
Pray that those who are living with
HTV/AIDS might receive the strength
and the courage they need to live
fu lfillin g lives. Pray for our volunteers
who share their faith and their love. And
pray for a cure!
Rev. Robert Hayes Williams
Editor

PASTORAL CARE VOLUNTEERS

Like everyone else, persons living with
HIV/AIDS have their owm wants and
needs, hopes and dreams. Each
individual has his or her own unique
spiritual relationship, so the client sets
the agenda. Pastoral care volunteers are
trained to offer non-judgemental,
compassionate pastoral care thar is
respectful o f the backgroimd and faith
tradition o f the individual. In time o f
crisis; when serious illness strikes;
when fear, pain and loneliness strike;

when one questions God's presence in
one's life; when one needs love and
support, AIN pastoral voltmteers offer
understanding and hope.
One o f our pastoral volunteers, Michael
Lofton, shares the following as to why
he works w ith AIN:
Everyone has a purpose in life. Before I
came in contact w ith being an AIDS
Interfaith Network and hospice

volunteer, it seemed like I was lost and
searching fo r a purpose in life. The
most beautiful and rewarding thing was
when the Lord directed me to be o f help
to others who no longer have their
health and strength. My prayer each
and everyday is. Lord, as long as you
grant me my health and strength each
day. let me be o f help to someone who
no longer has theirs.

Page 2
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VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
... from page I
to one or more levels o f service. They
may serve w ith a client through respite
care or as an auxiliary volunteer. Thus,
the volunteers are ready for the ministry
o f compassion and the service of
responsibility.
Where do the clients we serve come
from? There are three referral sources:
AIDS Consortium, AIDS Care
Connection, and self-referral. With the
permission o f the client, case managers
give us the necessary information about
the person. A ller reviewing the
information available, 1, the AIN
Volunteer Coordinator, assess the client's
needs, geographic location, and religious
tradition, and decide which volunteer is
best suited in this situation. Dialogue
Ibllows w ith the volunteer, who then

AUGUST. 1993

makes the decision to receive the client
and then makes the contacL
How much time do our volunteers invest?
Time is a variable because the client w ill
set the type o f contact he or she is open
to. A level o f trust must be builL TTie
discussion is between the client and the
volunteer as to the type o f communication
and contact.
A mlunteer is responsible fo r monthly
reports to the Volunteer Coordinator. I f
additional assistance is needed, volunteers
are expected to contact the Coordinator, a
volunteer is never out there alone.
The most d iflic u lt part o f this ministry is
the death o f the clienL Our volunteers
need time to grieve their loss, too.
Therefore, a space o f time must elapse for
this healing to take place. As a norm, the
volunteer w ill let me know when he or
she is ready for active involvement agaiiu
There w ill be monthly suppoa group

meetings for volunteers from September
to June o f each year to help during rough
times. I believe we can help one another.
To date, the A IN staff has trained 199
voltmteers in the D etroit area who are
placed or w illing to be placed with a
dient. We presently serve 72 dients.
There are frequently many side roads that
a Coordinator travels down. Lots o f
networking w ith other organizations and
everyone from the SL Vincent de Paul
Sodety to a food pantry in the suburbs to
prison chaplains to crim inal lawyers. Arc
there surprises? Indeed, there are many
and variai surprises. What I like best arc
the beautiful, compassionate, caring
people that come into my life, the growth
in understanding o f other religious
traditions, and being able to say to
volunteers. Gad lave you f o r what you do
to make a difference in peoples' lives in
the H IV /A lD S community/

Sheila Flynn, O.P.

RESPITE CARE VOLUNTEERS
Respite care volunteers offer assistance to
primary care-givers o f persons with
AIDS. It's easy to forget that the
suffering and f a r o f the seriously ill
person w ith AIDS is often shared by his
or her primary care giver. Care-givers
often need help, too! Respite care
volunteers assist by staying with the
seriously ill person in order to give the
care-givcr a break or by bringing in a

meal every so often or by sitting and
talking with the care-givcr. B ill and
Ethel Dixon have been part o f a few
different respite teams. They explain
what their m inistry means to them:
As volunteers giving spiritual support
and being part o f two respite care teams,
we have truly experienced the blessings
o f recevtng more than we can give. We

AUXILIARY VOLUNTEERS
It takes a great deal o f support to insure
that any organization runs smoothly.
In the office phones have to be
answered, the various 9 to 5 clerical
tasks taken care of; someone has to
input and update the computer files, and
mailings have to be prepared. Fund
raising efforts, such as the Put Your
Heart Into A IN Dinner Dance and the
weekly Bingo, need persons who w ill
commit themselves to making sure they
are successful and ftm. Our auxiliary

volunteers share their specifc skills and
ideas in these areas and more:

C O M PU TER
Ira Brandon shares his expertise with
AIN as a volunteer computer consultanL
He tells us what he does and why:
I am the director o f PC services at a
mid-sized North American corporation

J
have witnessed so much love and
compassion o f caregivers, family, friends,
and people w ith HIV/AIDS.
Our faith grows as we witness their faith
and love. We also witness so much pain
and sorrow. Sometimes we are asked.
ffhy? How can you do it? Our answer
is. How can we not? There is so much
need!

J
so I have knowledge o f computers. I
advise the A IN staff on computer
equipment and software to meet their
growing needs and I help to set it up. I
also run interference when we have a
computer emergency.
I offered my services to AIN because I
like helping others and I enjoy working
with the AIN gang. What little help I
contribute seems so unim portant...
nevertheless... Thy w ill be done.

Page 3
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and help in any way I can further AIN’s
mission.

B IN G O

Brenda Nfajcski has been volunteering
her secretarial services in the AIN oflice
since March. She explains why she
recently agreed to serve as the
chairperson o f AIN’S weekly Bingo:
You might be wondering why someone
would want to volunteer their time and
services. Well. I'll te ll you why I have
made a personal commitment to this
organization. It was a little more than a
year ago when 1first heard o f AIN. I
found out that a gentleman I had recently
met at church had the AIDS virus. 1was
told o f AIN's mission statement and how
the volunteers were there for him on his
journey toward God. Being from a very
large family, the gay and lesbian lifestyle
has touched me. I feel A IN is a very
positive organization that helps the gay
and lesbian community know they do
have a place in God's heart! AIN ’s
mission is to oficr compassionate,
non-judgemental spiritual support and
care to anyone touched by H IV and this
is why I choose to volunteer my services

At this time. I would like to make a plea
for volunteers Ibr AIN ’s bingo. The
Bingo is AIN ’s largest, most consistent
fundraiser. That is why it is so important
for a ll o f us who believe in AIN’s mission
to give a little o f our time. For the bingo
to run smoothly and efficiently, we need
twelve to fourteen volunteers every
Saturday. I f you can help on one, two.
three, or four Saturdays a month
(depending on your schedule), please
contaa me at 863-5700 or 465-0707.
AIN needs you and we a ll need AIN!

O FFICE V O L U N TE E R
lean Corby-Corbin has a very special
reason for assisting in the A IN office in
various capacities. She writes:
For the past two years, I have been an
auxiliary volunteer in the A IN office. I
answer the phones, send out information
packets to interested clients, input and
update computer data for our growing
mailing list, assist w ith the usual office

details, and help with various meetings
and projects. I've had many rewarding
opportunities to speak with new clients
and family members and other volunteers
and to share our common goal o f helping
people w ith HIV/AIDS and their
families.
The work has been a real education for
me. I've had the opportunity to watch
Sister M arilyn and Sister Sheila reach
out to so many disheartened, scared, and
needy clients and families not only with
God's love but .also, with a hands' on
approach to help in bringing comfort and
spiritual guidance so needed by most of
these persons. The sisters train the on
going classes o f volunteers, they tell the
AIN story at churches, schools, hospitals,
and to various groups so the much
needed understanding, compassion and
love for our clients is made known
through their work.
Almost, three years ago, my beloved son.
B ill, died from AIDS and AIN was there
for me and my family. Being an AIN
volunteer is my opportunit}- to say thanks
to AIN and to promise that we w ill nev er
forget B ill and so many o f his friends!

IN MEM ORIAM
REV. JOHN BARTICO
Minister at Ecorse Presbyterian Church and an A IN volunteer, died 14 June 1993 after a brief illness.
We extend our condolences to his family and fnends.
H IV /A ID S CONFERENCE FOR ADOLESCENTS
The Macomb County Health Department is co-sponsoring an
HIV/AIDS conference for adolescents (9th - 12th grades) in
the tri-county area. There w ill be two tiers and three tracks.
The first tier w ill be held on October 2nd and October 4th at
the Center Campus o f Macomb Community College. Track
one, the parent track, w ill be held on October 2nd. The
presenters are from Cornell University's College o f Human
Ecology. They have developed a curriculum for teaching
parents to talk to their children about HIV/AIDS. This track
w ill be a training o f trainers so parents who attend w ill be
equipped to go back to their school/community and train
others. On October 4th, tracks two and three w ill take place
simultaneously, in the same locauon. Track two is directed at
staff and w ill equip them with the information and skills to
form a peer listening group in their school, whose focus is

HIV/AIDS education. The Cornell team w ill again be the
presenters. Track three is directed at the students themselves
and w ill review basic HTV/AIDS information and provide
practice in decision making and problem solving to allow
students to: 1) avoid situations that might put them at risk; 2)
escape from those situations they have been unable to avoid;
and 3) modify their behavior where they have chosen to
neither avoid nor escape. The second tier of the conference
w ill be held in early December and w ill provide the staff and
students w ith a cookbook on forming the peer listening
groups and generating enthusiasm for the task. No dates are
set at this time, but the location w ill be the same.
For more information, contact M arilyn Keeslar at 749-5173
or Beverly Sandoval at 469-5492.
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Klhcl and H ill Dixim
/

Janet Lhalxin

Pastoral and Oflicc V olunteer
l’uNltiral jod Kopile \ olunlitrs

-I
John T ru itt,

M ildred C urry. Frank Ross. Sr. M arilyn , F r. Bob

Part o f (he AI.N D inner Dance Commiitce

Michael l.ofton

Beverly McFadyen
Dinner Dance Chairperson
C om puter Volunteer

Ira Brandon

Offiee Volunteer

L

Jean "M om C orhy" C orbin

AI.N Secretary
Ringo Chairperson

Brenda Majeski

Pastoral Volunteer

VOLUNTEERS
the "HEART" of AIN
Rin|>o Volunteer

\n n Rogers
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and help in any way I can further AIN’s
mission.

BINGO

Brenda Nfajcski has been volunteering
her secretarial services in the AIN olTicc
since March. She explains why she
recently agreed to serve as the
chairperson o f AIN’s weekly Bingo;
You might be wondering why someone
would want to volunteer their lime and
services. Well. I’ll tell you why I have
made a personal commitment to this
organization. It was a little more than a
year ago when I first heard o f AIN. I
found out that a gentleman I had recently
met at church had the AIDS \irus. I was
told o f AIN’s mission statement and how
the volunteers were there for him on his
journey toward God. Being from a very
large family, the gay and lesbian lifestyle
has touched me. I CkI AIN is a very
positive organization that helps the gay
and lesbian community know they do
have a place in God’s heart! AIN’s
mission is to oficr compassionate,
non-judgemental spiritual support and
care to anyone touched by H IV and this
is why I choose to volunteer my services

At this time. I would like to make a plea
for volunteers for AIN’s bingo. The
Bingo is AIN’s largest, most consistent
fundraiser. That is why it is so important
for all o f us w ho believe in AIN’s mission
to give a little o f our time. For the bingo
to run smoothly and efiiciently. we need
twelve to fourteen volunteers every
Saturday. I f you can help on one. tw o.
three, or four Saturdays a month
(depending on your schedule), please
contact me at 863-5700 or 465-0707.
AIN needs you and we all need AIN!
O FFIC E V O L U N T E E R

lean Corby-Coibin has a very special
reason for assisting in the AIN oflice in
various capacities. She writes:
For the past two years. I have been an
auxiliary volunteer in the AIN ofiice. I
answer the phones, send out information
packets to interested clients, input and
update computer data for our growing
mailing list, assist with the usual office

details, and help with various meetings
and projects. I've had many rewarding
opportunities to speak with new clients
and fam ily members and other volunteers
and to share our common goal o f helping
people with HIV/AIDS and their
families.
The work has been a real education for
me. I've had the opportunity to watch
Sister M arilyn and Sister Sheila reach
out to so many disheartened, scared, and
needy clients and families not only with
God’s love but .also, with a hands' on
approach to help in bringing comfort and
spiritual guidance so needed by most of
these persons. The sisters train the on
going classes o f volunteers, they tell the
AIN story at churches, schools, hospitals,
and to various groups so the much
needed understanding, compassion and
love for our clients is made known
through their work.
Almost, three years ago. my beloved son.
B ill, died from AIDS and AIN was there
for me and my family. Being an AIN
volunteer is my opportunity to say thanks
to AIN and to promise that we w ill never
forget B ill and so many o f his friends!

IN MEMORIAM
REV. JOHN BARTICO
Minister at Ecorse Presbyterian Church and an A IN volunteer, died 14 June 1993 after a brief illness.
We extend our condolences to his family and fnends.

HIV/AIDS CONFERENCE FOR ADOLESCENTS
The Macomb County Health Department is eo-sponsoring an
HIV/AIDS conference for adolescents (9th - I2th grades) in
the tri-county area. There w ill be two tiers and three tracks.
The first tier w ill be held on October 2nd and October 4th at
the Center Campus o f Macomb Community College. Track
one. the parent track, w ill be held on October 2nd. The
presenters arc from Cornell University's College o f Human
Ecology. They have developed a curriculum for teaching
parents to talk to their children about HIV/AIDS. This track
w ill be a training o f trainers SOparents who attend w ill be
equipped to go back to their school/community and train
others. On October 4th. tracks two and three w ill take place
simultaneously, in the same location. Track two is directed at
staff and w ill equip them with the information and skills to
form a peer listening group in their school, whose focus is

HIV/AIDS education. The Cornell team w ill again be the
presenters. Track three is directed at the students themselves
and w ill review basic HIV/AIDS information and provide
practice in decision making and problem solving to allow
students to: I) avoid situations that might put them at risk; 2)
escape from those situations they have been unable to avoid;
and 3) modify their behavior where they have chosen to
neither avoid nor escape. The second tier o f the conference
w ill be held in early December and w ill provide the staff and
students with a cookbook on forming the peer listening
groups and generating enthusiasm for the task. No dates are
set at this time, but the location w ill be the same.
For more information, contact M arilyn Keeslar at 749-5173
or Beverly Sandoval at 469-5492.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AIDS PASTORAL VOLUNTEER TRAINING

Next Training Session
September 28 through November 16 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. (Tuesdays)
(For more information call Sister Sheila at 863-5700.)
IN TER D EN O M IN A TIO N A L AIDS HEALING SERVICE
Saturday, September 1 8-5:00 p.m. - Fort Street Presbyterian Church
(For more information call Jim Beates at 335-7961.)
STEPPIN* OUT '93
3rd Annual Royal Oak Walk for AIDS
Sunday, September 19
3RD ANNUAL, PUT YO UR HEART IN TO A IN DINNER D AN CE
Saturday, February 12,1994

X
PLEASE FILL O UT THIS FORM FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Please contact me about :
... up-coming Pastoral Volunteer Training Sessions
... becoming a Respite Care Volunteer____
... becoming an Auxiliary Volunteer____
Please accept my donation of_
to continue the work o f A IN or as a donation in the name of a
friend or a loved one or to celebrate a birthday, wedding, good fortune, etc.
Please put me on the MAfALINE mailing list____
and mail to:
ADDS IN T E R F A IT H N E TW O R K , 16260 Dexter, Detroit, M I 48221
Name____________________ ___________ _____________ Phone________ __
Address,
City____

State

-Zip.
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This newsletter is published by:
AIDS Interfaith Network
16260 Dexter
Detroit, Ml 48221
Mission Statement
AIDS Interfaith Network is an organization of volunteers from many different religious traditions, whose mission
is to offer compassionate, non-judgemental spiritual support and care to anyone touched by HIV disease.

MAINLINE
Through the newsletter, AIN aims to offer a clearer understanding of what itmeans to reach out in compassion
and love to our neighbor, when that neighbor is touched by HIV\AIDS. Through personal stories, book reviews,
statistical updates and a calendar of upcoming events, we hope to spread the WORD. Ifyou would like more
information on the services provided by AIN, please call 313-863-5700. Ifyou would like to submit an article or
news item for this newsletter please write to the above address.

Rev. Joseph Harmon
President

Marilyn Bergt, C.D.P
Executive Director

Rev. Robert Hayes Williams
Editor

Sheila Flynn, 0. P.
Volunteer Coordinator
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Date:

J u n e 19,

1992

T o:

APCN Pastoral

From:

Ernest Vasseur
D i r e c t o r of E d u c a t i o n and
Volunteer Services

Re:

APCN Training

Volunteers

Workshop

Y o u a r e i n v i t e d to p a r t i c i p a t e in the P a s t o r a l T r a i n i n g
W o r k s h o p for A P C N v o l u n t e e r s .
P a r t i c i p a t i o n in the
w o r k s h o p is no t l i m i t e d to A P C N vo lu n t e e r s .
Other
p r o f e s s i o n a l s w h o w i s h to p r e p a r e for w o r k w i t h t h o s e
a f f e c t e d b y H I V / A I D S ar e w e l c o m e .
Workshop registration
is l i m i t e d to t w e n t y (20) p e r s o n s b y p r i o r r e g i s t r a t i o n
o n Iy .
DATE:

Saturday,

TI ME :

8 : 4 5 a m - 3 :45pm

PLACE :

St. J o s e p h Ho sp it al
Manor B u i l d i n g - First Floor
Classroom
2913 N o r t h C o m m o n w e a l t h
Chicago
for the d a y

1992

The

resource

-

D o n Wink, a L u t h e r a n P a s t o r from
Arlington Heights,
J u d i t h K e I s e y - P o w e 1 1, A P C N B o a r d
Chair and a United
Metho d i s t Pastor,
C a r o l Ree se , A P C N 's E x e c u t i v e Direct or ,
a p e r s o n w i t h AIDS,
and myself.

-

team

J u n e 27,

includes:

REGISTRATION
APCN PASTORAL TRAINING WORKSHOP
S a t u r d a y , J u n e 27, 1992
NA M E :
ADDRESS :
CITY,
DAY

ZIP+4:

ST AT E :
E V E PHONE :

PHONE:
(-over,

please-)
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T h e r e w i l l be a n o p p o r t u n i t y for q u e s t i o n s t h a t m a y arise
fro m y o u r reading the m e d i c a l b o o k l e t you h a v e received.
N o a d d i t i o n a l m e d i c a l i n f o r m a t i o n wi l l be c o v e r e d .
A S 2 5 . 0 0 r e g i s t r a t i o n f ee c o v e r s th e e x p e n s e o f lunch,
c o f f e e b r e a k s a nd all p r i n t e d m a t e r i a l s .
P l e a s e c om p l e t e
t h e l o w e r p o r t i o n o f t h i s l e t t e r a n d r e t u r n it w i t h y o u r
r e g i s t r a t i o n fee b y J u n e 2 5 .
I h o p e to see y o u o n J u n e
27!

If

I a m u n a b l e to a t t e n d

at. t h e

last m i n u te ,

[ I

Please

refund m y r e g i s t r a t i o n

[

Please

contribute m y

]

fee

registration

fee

to A P C N

( Si g n e d )
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SCREENING SEMINAR AGENDA

Wednesday,

June 17, 1992

7:00 - 9:30 p.m.

Judith K e 1sey-Powe11

Carol Reese

Ernest Vasseur

(Facilitators)

1.

Overview of Screening Seminar

2.

Volunteer Expectations - Ernest

3.

History of APCN - Judith

4.

Small

- Ernest

Groups - Carol

A.

Introductions

B.

Sharing of Faith Journeys

5.

Questions and Wrap-up

6.

Closing Prayer
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SCREENING SEMINAR AGENDA

Saturday, June 20,

1992

8:45 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

Jean Lubekis

Carol Reese
Ernest Vasseur

Roger Sullivan

(Faci1ita tor s)

8:45 a.m.

Coffee,

juice, and rolls

9:00

Addiction,

10:00

"HIV/AIDS - 101" - Roger

Substance Abuse and HIV/AIDS - Jean

Break

11:00

Exploring Myths About
Homosexuality and Drugs - Ernest

Noon

Break

12:15

p.m.

Reflection and dialogue:
Theological article:
do with it?
Case Study: Scott

1:15

(Where is God in this?)

AIDS: What does God have

Adjournment
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MISSION STATEMENT OF THE AIDS PASTORAL CARE NETWORK (APCN)
The AIDS Pastoral Care Network, an interfaith organization founded in 1985, ministers
from an interfaith and intercuitural perspective to any person affected by the HIV/AIDS
epidemic.
Our ministry includes not only people actually infected with HIV, their families of origin
or election, partners, caregivers and friends, but also the interfaith community at large
within the greater Chicago area.
Our ministry to such persons includes a wide range of pastoral support services and the
development of educational programs and of spiritual/liturgical resources.
Our ministry stems from our commitment to educate people about the pastoral, spiritual
and religious dimensions of AIDS and to provide direct pastoral services to them as
needed.
Our commitment to ministry continues to encompass the gay and lesbian community as
well as the faith communities because we believe such a commitment is the only way to
provide effective pastoral care, and because we are fully cognizant of the deep divisions
and tensions Which often exist between members of the gay and lesbian community and
many faith communities.
Furthermore, as the epidemic encompasses more persons of color, drug users, women
and children, we commit ourselves to be, wherever possible, a pastoral bridge between
them and their faith communities.
Although much of the suffering connected with HTV/AIDS is unavoidable, nevertheless,
we affirm the presence of hope and meaning in such a situation by seeking to empower
persons we serve pastorally to locate hope and m e aning in places appropriate to their
spirituality.
We reaffirm our commitment to work for social justice because we are aware that fear,
prejudice, discrimination, poverty, marginalization and alienation continue to increase in
unconscionable ways the already heavy burden of suffering of people affected by
HIV/AIDS. Since 1985 we have done this mainly through our pastoral and educational
services.
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.2.
In the future we will seek additional ways because we believe that authentic pastoral
care proceeds from a wholeness that addresses political and religious issues, avoidable
and unavoidable suffering, social justice and pastoral care.
Finally, since 1985 we have established connections to and influence with religious
leaders and institutions on ± e local, regional and national levels that require us to play
an assertive role in opposing actions of these leaders or institutions which adversely
afreet those with whom and for whom we minister.

Revised and adopted by the Board of Directors: March 6, 1990
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A ID S

PASTORAL

CARE

NETWORK

(APCN)

T he A ID S P a s t o r a l C are N e tw o r k ,
founded in 1985, m in is te r s
fro m an i n t e r f a i t h and i n t e r c u l t u r a l p e r s p e c t iv e to p e rs o n s
a f f e c t e d d i r e c t l y o r i n d i r e c t l y b y th e H IV /A ID S e p id e m ic in
an open and n o n -ju d g m e n ta l w ay, r e s p e c t i n g each p e r s o n 's
b a c k g ro u n d and f a i t h t r a d i t i o n .
APCN’ s m i n i s t r y in c lu d e s a w id e
s e r v i c e s and th e d e v e lo p m e n t o f
s p ir i t u a l/ li t u r g ic a l resources.
D IR E C T

PASTORAL

range o f p a s to ra l support
e d u c a t io n a l program s and of

SERVICES

-W o rksh o ps to s c re e n and t r a i n v o lu n te e r s
-O n e -o n -o n e p a s to ra l a s s is ta n c e
-C ris is
c o u n s e lin g
-S u p p o r t groups f o r p a r e n t s ,
p artn ers,
frie n d s
-B e re a v e m e n t su pport groups
-B e re a v e m e n t workshops
EDU CA TIO NA L

PROGRAMS

-W o rk s h o p s /s e m in a rs f o r c l e r g y and la y p r o f e s s io n a ls
- W o r k s h o p s on p a s t o r a l
i s s u e s and A ID S
- C o n s u l t a t i o n on p o l i c y i s s u e s a n d A ID S
- C o n s u l t a t i o n on l e g i s l a t i v e
is s u e s
-M o n th ly n e w s le tte r
L IT U R G IC A L

RESOURCES

-P u b lic ,
in te rfa ith
se rv ic e s
-In te r fa ith
c o n s u lta tio n
- L i t u r g i c a l g a th e rin g s

For

m ore

Ms. C a r o l
E x e c u tiv e

in fo rm a tio n :

R eese, M .D iv.
D ire c to r

M r. Juan A le g r ia , M .D iv.
D i r e c t o r o f O u tre a c h to
C o m m u n itie s o f C o lo r

2 9 1 3 N o r t h C om m onw ealth
C h icag o ,
IL
60657
3 1 2 /9 7 5 -8 0 5 7

Avenue

M r. E rn e s t Vasseur
D i r e c t o r o f E d u catio n
V o lu n te e r S e rv ic e s

and

M r . K u r t J . Swanson
A d m in is tr a tiv e A s s is ta n t
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E l E q u i p o d e C u id a d o P a s t o r a l C o n t r a e l S ID A , un o r g a n is m e q u e
fu è fu n d a d o en 1 9 8 5 , m i n i s t r a a p e rs o n a s a fe c ta d a s d i r e c t a o
i n d i r e c t a m e n t e p o r e l V i r u s de I n m u n o - D e f i c i e n c i a Humana, en una
fo rm a a b i e r t a y s in h a c e r J u i c i o s , re s p e ta n d o e l tr a s fo n d o y la
t r a d i c i ô n de f e de cad a q u ie n .
V o l u n t a r i e s p a s t o r a l e s e n tr e n a d o s h a c e n de l a e s p i r i t u a l i d a d un
r e c u r s o que en m edio de l a e p id e m ia p r o v e e un p uen te de e n t e n d i m i e n t o e n t r e p e r s o n a s , c o m u n id a d e s d e f e y to d o s lo s q u e aman
D io s .
P a ra a lc a n z a r e s ta s m etas lo s tr a b a ja d o r e s y v o lu n t a r ie s
p ro veen s e r v ic io s p a s to r a le s d i r e c t e s , program as e d u c a c io n a le s ,
c e le b ra c io n e s
litù rg ic a s .
S E R V IC IO S

PASTORALES

D IR EC TO S

- S e s io n e s de e n t r e n a m ie n t o p a r a v o l u n t a r i e s
- A s is t e n c i a p a s t o r a l de u n o -a -u n o
- C o n s e j e r l a en tie m p o s de c r i s i s
- G r u p o s de r e s p a l d o p a r a
p a d r e s , a m ig a s /o s , c a m p an eras /o s
- G r u p o s de r e s p a l d o p a r a
l o s q u e h a n p e r d i d o a un s e r amado
-S e s io n e s p ara " c o n d o lie n te s "
P R O GR A M A S
-C
-C
-C
-C
-B

EDUCACIONALES

o n fe r e n c ia s /s e m in a r io s p a ra c lé r ic o s y laico s
o n f e r e n c i a s s o b r e a s u n t o s p a s t o r a l e s y e l SIDA
o n s u lta s sobre asu n to s
d e p o l i t i c o y e l SIDA
o n s u lta s sobre asu ntos
le g is la tiv o s
o le tin
in fo rm a tiv o mensuel

C ELEBRACIO NES

LITUR G ICA S

-S e rv ic io s
tra d ic
-C o n s u lta s
-R eu n io n es

P ara

mas

Ms. C a r o l
E x e c u tiv e

p tb lic o s
i o n e s de
d e n o m in a
litù rg ic a

s e m i - a n u a l e s s o b r e e l SIDA d e s d e
fe
c i o n a 1e s c o n o t r a s t r a d i c i o n e s d e
s roensuales

in fo rm a c io n :

Reese, M .D iv .
D ire c to r

Mr. Juan A l e g r ia , M .D iv .
D i r e c t o r o f O u tre a c h to
C o m m u n itie s o f C o lo r

2 9 1 3 N o r t h Com m onw ealth
C h ic a g o ,
IL
60657
3 1 2 /9 7 5 -8 0 5 7

v a ria s
fe

Avenue

M r. E rn e s t Vasseur
D i r e c t o r o f E d u catio n
V o lu n t e e r S e rv ic e s

and

M r . K u r t J . Swanson
A d m in is tra tiv e A s s is ta n t
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E x p e c ta tio n s

A.

C lie n t

2.

V o lu n te e r is exp ected to take i n i t i a t i v e
in e s t a b l i s h 
in g and m a i n t a in i n g th e r e l a t i o n s h i p .
T h i n k o f i t as
b u ild in g a frie n d s h ip .

5.

needs

to

be

a v a ila b le

Be d e p e n d a b l e so t h a t t h e p e r s o n
is o fte n d e s ira b le
to e s t a b lis h
co n ta c t.
Be
I t

s e n s itiv e to th e needs
is a l r i g h t to a s k w h at

P e o p le som etim es f e e l
re la tio n s h ip .
Phone
say you c a r e .

R e g u la r

1.

D.

C on tact:

V o lu n te e r
week.

4.

C.

V o lu n teers

1.

3.

B.

of

and
the

at

le a s t

can c o u n t
a re g u la r

tvr o

hours

per

on y o u .
tim e f o r

It

d e s ire s o f the p e rs o n .
person w an ts/n eed s.

a m b i v a l e n t and r e t r e a t fro m
c a l l s and c a rd s a r e n ic e ways

to

R e p o rtin g :

Activity Forms are for recording phone calls, visits
and attendance at support group.

2.

Report death.

3.

Supply address of family and/or partner to APCN at
of death.

4.

Provide bereavement support information.

Participation in support/supervision :
1.

A tten d

m o n th ly

p e e r/s u p e rv is io n

group,

2.

R eport

to

o ffic e

c a ll

APCN

v ia

phone

or

Participate in basic training and continuing education
e ven ts.
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HIV and AIDS easMrepoftadttiraugh Occ«inb«r 1993

Yaaivand Editfan, VoL 5. No. 4

Geographic distribution of AIDS cases reported in 1993, United States
(N=106,949)

Each point represents 10
Ait points are (fisplaced slightly to preclude identification of counties
with small numbers of reported cases.

Acquired immunodeOcency syndrome (AlOS) is a spedfic group of diseases o r corxSbons which are
Ind&atfve of severe (mmuncsuppresstdn related to infection with the human im m unodefidency virus (HIV).

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Public Health S ervice
Centers Ibr Disease Control
and Prevention
National Center for Infectious Diseases
Division of HIVAAIOS
Atlanta. Georgia 30333

CDC
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Table 3. AIDS cases by age group, exposure category, and sex, reported in 1992 and 1993;
and cumulative totals, by age group and exposure category, through December 1993,
United States
_____

Toois'

1913
N o.
Man «Ao h a w M X «iS i man
tniacdng drug UM
Man who h a w M X «im man
a n d in ia a d ru g i
H am opM ataagulatton dMufdar
Haiam iawiiM contace

24,718
8 J80

Racaipc of Mood transfcoiona
blood componanca» o r te u a ^
O ttacM aknoi raportad
oridanOflad*
Adua/adolaacant suMocM

(%>

(%)

Nol

_

(%)

No.

(* |

(81)
(22)

49.983
21.571

(56)
(24)

1958

(47)

7.827

(47)

24J18
11J38

(S3)
(25)

49S83
29.399

(47)
(28)

131K 2
87.259

(54)
(25)

(7)
(1 )
(4 )

8.098
1.089
3 J1 7

(7)
( t)
(4 )

3
2.464

(0 )
(39)

27
6.253

(0
(37)

1569
322
ZS 22

( 8)
(1 )
(8 )

1098
1.098
9J70

( 8)
(1 )
(9 )

23.380
1133
21186

(7 )
( 1)
(7 )

2.869
319
1.458*

Sax wÉffl â iÉ d h g d u g uear
S a r m itfi d ita n a f mafa
Sax w ifi paraan M ih /w n a p M b
Sax m ih o M b a ta n woiaM nr
w ühM V W arTbn
Sax NKh M V '-êM taatfparaort
flair n o fjp a a la rf

No.

(%)

tom*

1993

M u ttM oin cant
_

702

1J32

2

12

r.43 9
174
24

18

78

so

728

f.997

378

(1 )

1.978

(5 )

40.498 (100)

588

(1 )

8.481

(7 )

80.188 (100)

788
284

(S )

566

(9 )

8.295 0 0 0 )

Z833
SB

2130
174
28

n

12888
1J89
213

<085
522
63

nr

68

107

503

27 1 8

1J24

4.713

8 J7 3

529

(3 )

1188

(13)

18L824 (100)

660

(1 )

1564

( 5)

46.791 (100)

tM

( 1)

8.849

( 8)

105.990 (100)

8,181

(2 )

19.185

(5 )

355.936 (100)

P adlairte (<13 yaaw o ld )
axpoaura eatagory
HanwpW Hfeoagtaaiten < ao idaf
M otfiar w iW al rtsk fior HIV W acbon:

20
353

Sax M 0) iryaefing tfu g (laar
Sax M ift O iM aiar m a lt
Sax Mfitfi paraon M«n hamqpnüB
Sax widr XanPbsKXi flaopM nr
w âhH rVM fC dbn
Sax
H rV 4îM eiad parxoa
flair/lO fapaoH arf
A a cavf o f blood oanaAamn.
blood com ponanet orflbsua
Has H lV in f^csio n , lis k n o t

sp0oBêd
Racaipc of blood tranafuisiQn.
blood cemponanta, or (bsua
Rbk net raponad o r idano/Iad
Padathc subtoâl
Total

(5 )
(91)

21
435

(4 )
(91)

118
59
5
4

140
81
8

2

1

35
19
1U
13
*

(3 )
(1 )

390 (100)
40.888

__

380

(97)

2
480

(0 )
(98)

144
60
8
3

20
733

(3 )
(94)

23
895

(2 )
(93)

209
4.837

( 4)
(89)

162
87
4
2

283
116
13
7

302
148
10
2

2

1

4

2

18

58

48

54

81

112

373

14

7

11

26

25

116

13S

110

159

224

294

1.066

—

(3 )
(2 )

5
6

(1 )
(2 )

480 (100)

391

(100)

15
9

■9.845

8.888

9
8

(2 )
(2 )

479

(100)

17.303

1058
695
88
22

(3 )
(2 )

329
53

( 8)
(1 )

781 (100)

959 (100)

5128

(100)

47.572

108.949

18
10

(2 )
( 1)

24
17

381.184

'Incfcjdas 1 pM O n who## m x a unknown.
^Indudos 7 pon oftx known to Do inteaaO wiOi tium an im nuiodoAdancy w na typo 2 [HIIAZ). Saa JAUA 1992217:2773.9.
*7wantv savan aduoa/aoolaacanta and 2 cnUdran davetopad AJOS aftar tacaivaig Mood acraanad nagaava tor HIV anobod)c S i addtbonal adulta davaiopad
AJOS altar racarnng its iu a . organa, or andlGaJ kuam inadon (tom HIVwdaclad donors. Thraa (9 dia 1 racanad asaua or organa from a donor wfto was nagaova
lo r HIV anabody ac tna tim a o( donation. Saa (V S ig f 2 M ad 1992:321:72102.
^’QOiar* ta la n to 12 haanvcara wotlcara wno davaiopad AlOS alta r oaupabonal aaposuia 10 HIVwnlactad BloodL as doasnantad by avidanea o( larocsm iaraion:
10 4 padams w tio davaiopad AlOS altar at^oaura to HIV w M n Old naaatrcara M om g; 10 3 parsons w tio acgu iad HIV MacHon p an naiily and wara diagnosad
w in AlOS a fla ra g a 1 3 ;« id lo 1 parson wdbasarslonal aal innaaaiinn e l Mood bom an W Vnniaciad parson. TB ikneira poriad or idamdad* ratals to parsons
laidarln vait igailon : parsons w boaad. wars Ida: 10 M ltiw la ko rw lto daolnadinl a rvra a d a n d p a iso n sw liddon olraporionaoinaaipaaraaslaiad abovaalta r
ksarviavr. Saa Figura 7.
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Table 9. AIDS cases by sex, age at diagnosis, and race/ethnicity, reported through December
1993, United States
WMta.not

MWpmnk

Ageatdiagnosis(years)
UnderS
5-12
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-14
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-54
SSoroldar
Malasubtotal
Femala
Ageatdiagnosis(years)
UnderS
5-12
13-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
3509
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65orofdar
Femalesubtotal

No.
348
247
510
5,098
24.694
39.628
37J4S
20^49
15L948
8J41
4,687
2,665
2.417

(%)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(3)
(15)
(23)
(22)
(15)
(9)
(5)
(3)
(2)
(1)

169,675 (100)

337
89
104
724
2.031
2.635
2,043
1.195
658
389
351
270
650

(3)
(1)
(1)
(5)
(18)
(23)
(18)
(10)
(6)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(6)

11,476 (100)

To ta l^

Black,not
Hlapanfe
No. (%)
1j47 (1)
191 (0)
330 (0)
3j82 (4)
12,901 (14)
20J71 (23)
20,782 (23)
14J13 (16)
7.402 (5)
4,085 (5)
2,301 (3)
1,237 (1)
928 (t)

tSipanic
No. (*)
527 (1)
158 (0)
208 (0)
2,142 (4)
8,437 (18)
12^3 (24)
11395 (22)
7j48 (15)
4,087 (8)
2,184 (4)
1.242 (2)
649 (1)
478 (1)

89,630 (100) 51,627 (100)

1,233
195
300
1j08
4,181
6,094
5,531
3.147
1,314
749
425
278
283

(5)
(1)
(I)
(6)
(17)
(24)
(22)
(12)
(5)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(1)

25,238 (100)

494
110
77
879
1,794
2J74
1,838
1,091
532
297
191
92
100

(5)
(1)
(1)
(7)
(19)
(25)
(19)
(11)
(6)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(1)

9,570 (100)

114,868

61,297

Aaian/Pacifle
IHandar

No.
9
7
11
79
280
4SI
482
381
222
110
87
24
38

Aoiarican Indian/
Alaska Nativa

(%)
(0)
(0)
(1)
(4)
(13)
(21)
(21)
(18)
(10)
(5)
(3)
(1)
(2)

2,151 (100)

1
8
1
15
23
49
41
40
20
14
9
12
16

(0)
(2)
(0)
(8)
(9)
(20)
(17)
(16)
(8)
(6)
(4)
(5)
(6)

247 (100)
2J98

No.
8
1
11
31
142
192
135
98
35
22
10
10
4

(%)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(4)
(20)
(28)
(19)
(14)
(5)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)

697 (100)

7
—
1
13
24
35
15
11
6
3
2
3
1

(6)
(1)
(11)
(20)
(29)
(12)
(9)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(1)

121 (100)
818

Total’

No.
2,142
605
1,070
10.947
48J30
73J49
70.439
49J78
27.743
14.938
8.534
4.791
3.870

(%)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(3)
(15)
(23)
(22)
(16)
(9)
(5)
(3)
(2)
(1)

314J25 (100)

2.079
402
484
2943
3.063
11,208
9,490
5.493
2936
1.454
979
655
1.051

(4)
(1)
(1)
(6)
(17)
(24)
(20)
(12)
(5)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(2)

46,838 (100)
361,164

'Indudas 545 males. 86 females, and I person of unitnawn sax wOosa raca/eltinidty is unknown,
^ndudas 1 male and 1 female whose age at diagnosis is unkiwwn. and 1 person whose sex is unknown.
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Table 14. Deaths In persons with AIDS, by race/ethnicity, age at death, and sex, occurring in1991 and 1992; and cumulative totals reported through December 1993,
United States^
_________

R a c a /s ttin id ty
a n d a g a a td a w tti^

1991

F m naW *

1992

C um uladva
to ta l

1991

1992

B a ttl]

C um uiaUva
to ta l

1991

1992

Cum wlaUv*
to ta l

W h ila , n o t H ispanic
U nd a rIS
15-24
2 5-3 4
3 5-4 4
4 5-5 4
S S oroldar
A t ages

S3
218
5.055
7 j7 5
3.064
U 13
18.981

50
172
5.162
7,448
3.255
1266
17254

360
1205
34,300
44225
19.114
8.755
109.127

32
36
358
297
123
137
983

27
37
344
355
158
132
1.051

250
270
2.149
1.765
672
1.040
8.156

85
254
5.413
7272
3.187
1.450
17264

77
209
5206
7.803
3.411
1298
18.405

810
2.175
36.449
46290
19.786
9.795
115283

B ia c it n o t H ispanic
U nd a rIS
15-24
2 5-3 4
35-44
45-54
S S oroldar
Ad ages

108
202
2.582
3.530
1.262
542
8.227

119
212
1778
4,087
1.490
678
9263

768
1262
17232
21.720
7.623
3237
53.027

104
109
838
815
264
118
2248

105
102
852
1.126
255
143
2 283

749
620
5 21 0
5228
1209
684
13.824

212
311
3.420
4245
1228
660
10.475

224
314
3.828
5213
1.745
821
11248

1217
2.182
23.142
26.748
8 23 2
4.021
68.651

H ispanic
U nd a rIS
15-24
2 5-3 4
3 5-4 4
45-5 4
55 o ro id a r
Adages

44
115
1.751
Z050
707
318
4.987

52
96
1.775
2.174
854
307
5260

359
887
11.449
12.425
4.457
1214
31.465

41
52
339
321
115
45
913

34
37
360
335
112
55
933

319
269
2.074
1.724
539
263
5 20 8

85
167
2.090
2271
822
363
5200

88
133
2.135
2209
966
362
6.193

678
1.158
13223
14.149
4296
2.077
36.673

3
71
87
36
18
215

1
1
55
97
SO
10
214

12
24
354
518
245
101
1255

1
2
4
6
6
4
22

—
—
3
7
5
4
19

5
5
28
43
25
25
130

1
5
75
93
41
22
237

1
1
58
104
55
14
233

17
29
380
561
270
126
1285

4
1
31
27
7
6
78

1
34
15
6
4
60

8
15
158
112
44
21
359

1
6
3
—
—
11

—
4
2
—
—
6

4
2
20
11
4
2
43

4
2
37
30
8
8
87

■ 1
38
17
6
4
66

12
17
178
123
48
23
402

209
541
9.503
13.001
5.082
2.202
30544

222
482
9.820
13.848
5.667
2271
32214

1.508
4299
64271
79.441
31229
14.053
195234

178
200
1245
1.445
510
304
4.182

168
176
1265
1.831
529
334
4.603

1230
1.167
9.488
8291
2255
2.016
2 52 0 2

387
741
11.048
14.446
5292
2206
34.726

390
658
11285
15.679
6.196
2.605
38217

2.638
5266
73.759
88.032
34.084
16.069
220.736

Aslan/PaerSc Isla n d e r
U ndarIS
15-24
25-34
3 5-4 4
45-54
S S oroldar
Ad ages
A m erican In d ia n /
A laska Nativa
U ndarIS
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
S S oroldar
Adages
A lt ra cia tfa lh n lc groups
U nd a rIS
1S-24
25-3 4
35-44
45-54
S S oroldar
Ad ages

_

_

O ia ta b u U lim fo r 1991 and 1992 m b w d on dale ot d««in ecoarene». O att to f daatta oeo im ny in 1993 a n incaniplau and not tatnilaled u o antaly. but a n incfudad En Oia cumulaüva totais. TabWadona for 1991 and 1992 may incnasa as additianal daatfis a n faponed to CDC.
T a a taOulattd undar ‘ A9 agas* induda 388 parsons w tiosa aga al daam is unlm own, O aa tafiulatad undar 'A d radaVadvtic groups' induda 342 par
sons wnosa tacaramniaty is unknovnu
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Table 22. HIV infection cases (net AIDS) by sex, age at diagnosis, and racefethnldty, reported
through December 1993, from states with confidential HIV infection reporting^
U ala

Hbpanie

Black, not
H bpanie

Age at dlagnoab (yean)

No.

(%)

Ho.

O)

UndarS
5-12
13-19
20-24 .
25-29
3M 4
3539
4IM4
45-49
50-54
55-59
6564
85 Of older

64
75
4M
3,188
5j91
4S37
3,209
1,773
891
425
191
119
98

(0)
toi
(2)
(15)
(27)
(23)
(15)
(8)
(4)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(0)

192
48
535
2784
4J13
4,249
3J89
1S40
785
398
170
87
75

(1)
(0)
(3)
(15)
(23)
(22)
(18)
(10)
(4)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(0)

W h iti,n a t

Matesubiool

Aabn/Pacine Aowiean Indian/
AlaakaNaihia
No.
37

12

44
327
600
588
366
194
77
34

12
13
5

(%)

No.

(%)

1 (1)
—
2 (2)
20 (20)

Nol

1

Total*

C»)

No.

(%)

(0)
(1)
(3)
(20)
(30)
(22)
(12)
(7)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(0)

302
143
1,098
8J24
10S23
10,128
7J37
4,058
1,838
893
381
228
198

(1)
(0)
(2)
(15)
(25)
(23)
(18)
(9)
(4)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(0)

(2)
(1)
(2)
(14)
(28)
(25)
(18)
(8)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(0)

32 (33)
18 (18)
13 (13)
7 (7)
4 (4)
3 (3)
—
—
—
98 (100)

267

(100)

43,945 (100)

3 (11)
1 (4)

3
1
4
11
14
14
13
6
2

(4)
(1)
(6)
(16)
(20)
(20)
(IS)
(11)
(3)

280 (2)
69 (1)
863 (7)
2,119 (18)
Z793 (24)
2,489 (21)
1585 (14)
777 (7)
335 (3)
129 (1)
104 (1)
51 (0)
93 (1)
11,667 (100)
55,649

21,047 (100)

18,945 (100)

2.289 (100)

57 (2)
16 (1)
180 (S)
620 (20)
828 (28)
682 (21)
408 (13)
184 (5)
109 (3)
36 (1)
28 (1)
19 (I)
43 (1)
3,170 (100)

177 (2)
39 (1)
630 (8)
1J47 (18)
1.720 (23)
1,604 (21)
1,068 (14)
543 (7)
191 (3)
71 (1)
67 (1)
30 (0)
45 (1)
7530 (100)

30 (5)
7 (1)
31 (5)
91 (15)
181 (27)
145 (24)
61 (10)
42 (7)
18 (3)
12 (2)
4 (1)
2 (0)
1 (0)
603 (100)

3
7
53
80
58
31
19

a
4

2
1

—

F m ato
at db g n o a b (ya a n )

Under5
512
1519
2524
2529
3534
3539
40-44
4549
5554
5559
6564
65orolder
Femalesubtotal
T o ta l*

24^1*

2,892

26.477

—

6 (22)
9 (33)
4 (15)
—

1 (4)
1 (4)
2 (7)
—

—
—

—

—

■
—
27 (100)
125

—
70 (100)
337

'SM TaCIa IS Ibritatasw iaicscillC anitalH IV M aQ ienrapaning.
'Indudas 1,259 malas and 287 lamalas whosa laca/adniaty Is unknown.
*1ndudas 17 pafsons w tiosa sex is unknown.
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Table 23. Persans living with HIV infection (not AIDS) and with AIDS, by state, reported
through December 1993^
Living with HIV (nol A10S)>

Living «rim AIDS^

Total

Stataolm idtnca
(D ata HIV ra p o rtln g IniU atad)
Alabama (Jan. 1988)
Alaska
Arizona (Jan. 1987)
AritansasIJW y I9 râ )
C altom ia
Coiocada(Nov.198S)
Connaelieut (July 1992)*
Oalawara
O isa ictal Columbia
FkNiria
Gaorgia
Havrag
Idaho (Juna 1988)
DBnois
IntSana (July 1988)
Iowa
Kansas
KaMudcy
Louisiana (Fab. 1993)
Maina
M aiyland
M iis ie h u ia tts
M ichigan (April 1992)
M rinasota (O ct. 1985)
M ississippi (Aug. 1988)
M issouri (O ct. 1987)
Montana
N abnska
N avada(Fab.1992)
Na«r Hampshira
Maw Jersey (Jan. 1992)
N aw M aidrâ
New York
North Carolina (Fats. 1990)
North Dakota (Jan. 1988)
Ohio (Juna 1990)
Oklahoma (June 1988)
Oregon
Panrtsyfvartia
Rhode Island
South CaiaOria (M ay 1985)
South D akoa (Jan. 1988)
Tannassaa (Jan. 1992)
Taxas
Utah (April 1989)
Vermont
V irginia (July 1989)
W ashington
W est Virginia (Jan. 1989)
W isconsin (Nov. 1985)
W yoming (Juna 1989)
S u triota l
Guam
P adflc Islands. U .S.
Puerto Rico
V irgin Islands. U S.
T otal

N o.

(% )

N o.

(% )

N ol

P -)

3.281
—
2.819
1.004
—
4.942
49
—
—
—
—
—
201
—
2.170
—
—
—
1.723
—
—
—
1.104
1.883
2 J1 4
2 J1 0

(8 )

1JJ70
78
1.203
721
2 3 j0 2
1.533
2.387
430
2.340
14.883
4,043
538
96
4.193
1 j3 5
306
391
418
2.206
238
3JJ01
3.218
2.246
851
691
2.478
50
221
796
197
• 8.129
381
21.000
1.660
18
2.047
867
1.009
4.236
401
1464
29
1418
10475
390
96
2.003
2.166
156
862
47

(1 )
(0 )
(1 )
(1 )
(17)
(1 )
(2 )
(0 )
(2 )
(11)
(3 )
(0 )
(0 )
(3 )
(1 )
(0 )
(0 )
(0 )
(2 )
(0 )
(2 )
(2 )
(2 )
(1 )
(1 )
(2 )
(0 )
(0 )
(1 )
(0 )
(.«)
(0 )
(15)
(1 )
(0 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(3 )
(0)
(1 )
(0)
(1 )
(7 )
(0 )
(0)
(1 )
(2 )
(0)
( I)
(0 )

4451
75
3 42 2
1.725
23402
8.475
2.438
430
2440
14483
4.043
536
297
4.193
3.405
306
391
418
3 429
236
3401
3 418
3 450
4 714
3.005
5488
50
221
2 49 2
197
11491
361
21.000
5.609
48
3.012
2 495
1.009
4 438
401
8 442
154
3401
10475
1.113
96
8.700
2.166
380
2 495
111

(2 )
(0 )
(2 )
(1 )
.(1 2 )
(3 )
(1 )
(0 )
(1 )
(8)
(2 )
(0 )
(0 )
(2 )
(2 )
(0 )
(0 )
(0 )
(2 )
(0 )
(2 )
(2 )
(2 )
(1 )
(2 )
(3 )
(0 )
(0 )
(1 )
(0 )
(8 )
(0 )
(11)

132.686

(96)

184,125

(97)

4

(0 )

4

(0 )

4.736
103

(3 )

(0 )

4.736
103

(3 )
(0 )

137429

(100)

188468

(100)

(51
(2J
(10)
(0 )

(0 )
(4 )

(3 )

(2 )
(4 )

(4)
(5 )

1.496

(3 )

5.162
—
—
3 349
32
965
1.428
—
—
—
4.978
125
1.783
—
723
—
4.697
—
224
1.733
64

(10)

51.439

(3 )
(0 )
(2 )
(3 )

(10)
(0 )
(3 )

(1 )
(9 )
(0 )
(3 )

(0 )
(100)

(3 )

(0 )
(2 )
(1 )
(1 )
(2 )
(0 )
(3 )

(0 )
(2 )
(5 )
(1 )
(0 )

(4)

.

(1 )
(0 )
(1 )
(0 )

—
—

—
51.439

(100)

'Parsona nporiaO wOi vital status "aHw" aaoitn# last uodatm.
’ Indudas only paisons naoortad Inm statas with confldantlal HIV raooning. Esdudas 1,079 parsons raponad Irom states with conlldantial HIV inlecdon raporting whosa sate o i rasidanca is unsnown or ana lasidants di odiar sates.
’ Esdudas 180 parsons whosa stata o< lasidanca is unknown.
'C crviacliait has confldantlal HIV MacOon rapocling lor padiaBic easas only
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